Mark Your Calendar

September 23, Monday
Alumni reception at the Congress of Neurological Surgeons at the Philadelphia Marriott Hotel

September 24, Tuesday
Alumni reception at the American Academy of Otolaryngology, San Diego Marriott

October 2, Wednesday
Class Agents and Reunion Chairs dinner in Eakins Lounge, Jefferson Alumni Hall

October 8, Tuesday
Alumni reception at the American College of Surgeons, San Francisco Marriott

October 13, Sunday
Alumni reception at the American Society of Anesthesiologists at the Rosen Center in Orlando, FL

November 22, Friday
Alumni reception at the American Academy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation at the Orlando World Center, Marriott Resort and Convention Center

October 21, Monday
Alumni reception at the American Academy of Ophthalmology at the Rosen Center in Orlando, FL

October 25, Friday
President’s Club Dinner at the Crystal Tea Room, Wanamaker Building, Philadelphia

October 30, Saturday
President’s Club Dinner at the American Academy of Thoracic Surgery, Grand Hyatt, New York

December 3, Tuesday
Alumni reception at the Radiological Society of North America at the Hyatt Regency at McCormick Place, Chicago

Join the Ninth Annual
What Every Doctor Should Know: A General Medical Update
February 1–8, 2003
Westin Resort and Spa, Whistler, British Columbia

Enjoy the fun and beauty of Whistler and renew old friendships

General medical update topics will be presented by your fellow Jeffersonians, hosted by Dean Thomas Nasca ’75, Pauline Park ’82, and Mark Kahn ’83

Registration fee payable to JMC Office of CME: $375.00 to cover educational materials, coffee breaks, cocktail/dinner parties, etc.

Reservations: phone 888 634 5577     Hotel Direct: 604 985 5600     E-mail: reservations@westinwhistler.com

Westin Resort and Spa      www.westinwhistler.com

Rates CAD/approx.USD:      Studio Junior Suite   $399/254
One Bedroom Suite   $429/273
Two Bedroom Suite   $1079/686
Mountain Suite   $2499/1588

This is a continuation of a conference series to meet the needs of past graduates of Jefferson Medical College. Participants will review current management of a variety of diseases and conditions, based on participant needs and faculty expertise. Jefferson Medical College of Thomas Jefferson University, as a member of the Consortium for Academic Continuing Medical Education, is accredited by the ACCME to provide continuing medical education for physicians. Jefferson Medical College designates this educational activity for a maximum of 16 hours in Category 1 credit towards the AMA Physician Recognition Award. Each physician should claim only those hours of credit that he/she actually spent in the educational activity. For questions regarding Continuing Medical Education credits call the JMC Office of CME toll-free at 1-888-JEFF-CME

The Simon Gratz Research Prize
Available to Medical College Alumni

Two cash prizes, each in the amount of $20,000, will be awarded in the year 2003 to one full-time faculty member alumnus and one alumnus who is not a member of the full-time faculty. In accordance with the terms of the bequest, awards will be made to those alumni whose work is deemed to have "most furthered the advancement of medical or surgical treatment of disease or for research work that has been productive of results having real practical value." This work must have been completed within the preceding five-year period.

Nominations must be accompanied by: (1) a completed application form, (2) the candidate’s curriculum vitae, (3) a biographical sketch of the nominee (not to exceed three pages), (4) a summary and analysis of the contribution of the candidate meeting the terms of the bequest (not to exceed five pages), and (5) copies of any relevant publications. Ten copies of the complete application (including reprints) should be furnished. In addition, three letters of reference should be mailed directly to the Gratz Committee.

The Simon Gratz Research Prize

Two cash prizes, each in the amount of $20,000, will be awarded in the year 2003 to one full-time faculty member alumnus and one alumnus who is not a member of the full-time faculty. In accordance with the terms of the bequest, awards will be made to those alumni whose work is deemed to have "most furthered the advancement of medical or surgical treatment of disease or for research work that has been productive of results having real practical value." This work must have been completed within the preceding five-year period.

Nominations must be accompanied by: (1) a completed application form, (2) the candidate’s curriculum vitae, (3) a biographical sketch of the nominee (not to exceed three pages), (4) a summary and analysis of the contribution of the candidate meeting the terms of the bequest (not to exceed five pages), and (5) copies of any relevant publications. Ten copies of the complete application (including reprints) should be furnished. In addition, three letters of reference should be mailed directly to the Gratz Committee.

These awards will be presented at the spring 2003 Potter Wear Lecture. Nominations should be submitted by December 31, 2002 to the attention of: Vice Dean, Research Jefferson Medical College 330 Bluemle Life Sciences Building 233 S. 10th Street Philadelphia, PA 19107-5567 For application forms or inquiries, please write to Chairman, Simon Gratz Research Award committee, at the preceding address or call 215 503 4635.

Mail this form to the JMC Office of CME, Alumni Trip, Martin Building, Room 3139, 201 S. 11th, Philadelphia, PA 19107
Or fax this form to: 215 923 3212     http://jeffline.tju.edu/jeffcme     Registration fee: $375.00 payable to JMC Office of CME

Name ____________________________ Class Year ____________

Guest Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City______________________________ State ____ Zip ____________

___ Yes, I am willing to give a one-hour educational presentation

Daytime Phone ____________________________
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## Achievement Award Winner Charles Francis ’65

## Jim Bagian ’77 Receives an Honorary Doctorate

## Reunions and Annual Giving
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### Sail aboard the Regal Princess and visit:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Arrive</th>
<th>Depart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 19</td>
<td>Copenhagen</td>
<td>7:00pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 20</td>
<td>Day at Sea</td>
<td>5:30pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 21</td>
<td>Myndshamn</td>
<td>7:00am</td>
<td>5:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 22</td>
<td>Helsinki</td>
<td>8:30am</td>
<td>5:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 25</td>
<td>St Petersburg</td>
<td>6:00am</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 24</td>
<td>St Petersburg</td>
<td>5:30pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 25</td>
<td>Tallinn</td>
<td>7:00am</td>
<td>1:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 26</td>
<td>Gdynia</td>
<td>10:00am</td>
<td>5:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 27</td>
<td>Wannemunde</td>
<td>9:00am</td>
<td>11:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 28</td>
<td>Copenhagen</td>
<td>9:00pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 29</td>
<td>overnight on ship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>transfer from ship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RATES:**

- **Cat. D** Oceanview Cabin $2390 pp
  - Cruise & Port
  - $7.58 government tax (subject to change)
  - $54.00 Transfers

- **Cat. BB** Oceanview w/Balcony Cabin $2890 pp
  - Cruise & Port
  - $7.58 government tax (subject to change)
  - $54.00 Transfers

Rates are per person based on double occupancy. Airfare is additional. Optional cabins are available such as Suites, Mini-suites Triples & Quads based on availability as well as inside cabins.

Airfare, insurance and pre/post packages can also be arranged.

A deposit of $600 per person at time of booking is required to hold a room. Final payment is due March 5, 2003.

**FOR INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS PLEASE CALL**

Andrea Wilburn at Rosenbluth Vacations.

**856-429-7272 in New Jersey or 800-448-5976**
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DEAN’S COLUMN by Dean Thomas J. Nasca ’75

More than a year has passed since my appointment as Dean of Jefferson Medical College. As I reflect on the past “545 days,” I am struck by both the magnitude of external forces influencing medical schools and academic health centers, and the dramatic institutional changes Jefferson has undergone in the past 12 months. The chairs of each department and the deans of each administrative function have outlined the successes, challenges, and opportunities of their areas of responsibility in the Annual Report of the Medical College, 2002 (which will be available on the Web at www.tju.edu/jmc/annualreport/). These reports are the summation of the efforts of over 800 full time Jefferson faculty, over 2,200 Jefferson volunteer clinical faculty over our entire affiliated teaching hospital network, nearly 900 medical students, 700 residents and fellows, and over 3,000 administrative and support staff. It also details the outcomes of the educational efforts of our students, residents, and fellows, and the efforts of the faculty on their behalf. In this column, I will summarize major trends on the campus, and reflect briefly on the future.

The research efforts of the faculty continue to bear fruit of growth in size and scope. Five of our departments are ranked in the top 25 medical school departments in NIH funding: Dermatology (3rd), Microbiology (2nd), Orthopaedic Surgery (13th), Pathology (4th), and Radiology (22nd). These rankings, while measuring dollars, are a reflection of the highest level of peer review, and competition with scientists from across the nation in each respective discipline. The institutional ranking of 44th (an increase in funding and rise of 2 positions in the ranking) give credence to the growing recognition of Jefferson as a research oriented medical school. Indeed, as can be seen in the figure above, Jefferson’s basic science departments’ growth in research over the past decade moved the institution from the median of all medical schools, well into the top quartile.

Clinical departments have also seen growth in research, as measured by protocols approved by the Institutional Review Boards, as well as research funding. The clinical departments have grown proportionate to the growth of the national cohort over the past decade, resulting in a stable positioning above the median for all medical schools.

I interpret these data as evidence of success of Jefferson’s investment in the late 1980s and 1990s in research facilities and faculty. The investment was largely made in basic science departments and targeted clinical departments, and has born fruit. This success, coupled with the opportunities to reconfigure programs and departments in support of growth in research, caused the Ad Hoc Faculty Committee on Research Planning to recommend to the administration a strategy of investment in targeted areas for growth in translational and clinical research. These programs are expected to build on our successful programs in the basic sciences. Further, the faculty and administration believe that clinical care will be provided increasingly through access to research driven innovations in care. This trend is already present in certain clinical areas, such as Oncology, and will accelerate with the combined impetus of the heightened national emphasis on translational and clinical research, and the public’s access to information. Indeed, this recognition of the core importance of research to the clinical and educational enterprise is one of the underpinnings of the strategic plan for both the medical college and our partner, Thomas Jefferson University Hospital.

The educational programs of the medical college and the graduate medical education programs of the faculty and the university hospital have dramatically evolved over the past 12 months. The Curriculum, Student Promotions, and Graduate Medical Education Committees have been the focal point of efforts by the faculty, students, residents, and administration, as we create the excellence we all desire in our educational programs. Considerable revision of the undergraduate curriculum is but one example of the efforts of the faculty and students. Perhaps more important has been the significant enhancement of the educational culture, moving towards the Collegial Learning Environment we envision. Dramatic change in the second year curriculum, innovations in the fourth year, and ongoing evaluation of the first and third years are evidence of these efforts. Perhaps the most significant event, however, was the adoption by the medical students and the faculty of the Jefferson Shared Code of Professional Values. This Code is recited by the faculty and students during opening exercises, during the orientation program for each year in the curriculum, and at our annual curriculum retreat. This Code places, front and center, Jefferson’s values, our commitment to professionalism, and our commitment to the public we serve. At a time when medicine and medical schools are challenged by forces that may deter the embodiment of professionalism, we are working to build a crucible of compassionate education that nurtures the values of professionalism in the next generation of physicians, while rejuvenating and invigorating these values in our faculty. I believe we, students and faculty together, have taken the first step in this journey. The full text of the
Jefferson Shared Code of Professional Values accompanies my column. I hope it stirs the fires of professionalism and volunteerism in you, as it does for me.

One external measure of the effectiveness of the efforts of the faculty and students in the remodeling of our educational programs is the desirability of a Jefferson education. Despite the national trend downward in applications to medical school, Jefferson received in excess of 7,100 applications, nearly 1 of every 4 students applying to medical school in the United States. When compared to other medical schools, the striking desirability of a Jefferson education is apparent. Parameters of academic preparedness continue to rise, and another outstanding class will matriculate in late August. Another measure of the effectiveness of our educational program is the results of the recent LCME Accreditation Site Visit. Jefferson received laudatory remarks for recent innovations in the curriculum, and Full Accreditation from the LCME.

The graduate medical education programs have been invigorated by the efforts of the program directors, the administration, and the faculty. Development of competency based curricula, attention to the environment and duty responsibilities of the graduate trainees, and sharing of innovations across programs have resulted in dramatic enhancements in GME programs across the institution. An example of this enhancement was the outstanding NRMP performance of our residency programs this past spring. With all positions filled in the match, each program was able to attract many of the most outstanding students on their list. Jefferson will receive its Institutional Accreditation Review from the ACGME this fall. We hope to demonstrate innovation and leadership in the implementation of the Core Competencies at that visit.

Jefferson University Physicians, the full time faculty practice plan, continues to mature as a multispecialty group practice. The faculty absorbed a doubling of their malpractice rates in this past fiscal year, and approved moving their insurance back to a self-insured vehicle. Approximately one dollar in seven in JUP now goes to pay malpractice insurance premiums. Despite this burden, the faculty has expanded innovative clinical services, and will continue to expand the patient base of the practice, and the university hospital. These clinical programs serve as the foundation for a sustained effort to enhance clinical and translational research programs, as well as provide the setting for state of the art clinical education of medical students, residents, and fellows.

Throughout this past year, based on the fertile soil of the efforts of our predecessors, the seeds of transformation to a nationally recognized medical school and academic medical center have been sown. During my short tenure as dean, 10 departments have seen a change in leadership. New stewards in Medicine, Surgery, Physiology, Family Medicine, Urology, Neurology, Neurosurgery and Radiology, as well as acting chairs in Anesthesiology and Obstetrics and Gynecology will energize these departments, and the institution. Our established chairs and the administration will provide mentorship and direction as a new generation of leaders seize the reins. Jefferson has appointed its first two women chairs, and chosen from both outside and within to identify Jefferson’s new leaders. We have not chosen a path of complacency. We have chosen the path of continuous search of excellence.

In March of 2002, the Board of Trustees approved the Strategic Plan for the college and university, and the associated building plan. Construction of facilities for expansion of parking, research, and state of the art educational facilities to provide the technology required for the next generation of physicians to learn our art, are essential components of this plan. We believe that successful implementation of this strategic plan and construction effort will permit the medical college to enter the upper quartile of all medical schools in research productivity; enhance the reputation of Jefferson as a research oriented university; augment and facilitate innovation and excellence in undergraduate, graduate and continuing medical education; and ensure our patients, students, and faculty access to the latest innovations in patient centered care.

Jefferson faces many challenges, and enjoys tremendous opportunities. The challenges of our litigious regulatory society, and the barriers of inappropriately low compensation for our services are more than counterbalanced. The compelling needs of our patients, the energy and altruism of our students, the steadfastness and determination of our residents and fellows, the commitment to excellence and discovery of our faculty, and the ingenuity and commitment of our administra-

---

Shared Code of Professional Values

“In entering the profession of medicine, and in teaching future physicians, we as students and educators recognize the implicit trust that patients and society have granted us. As such, we must commit to embodying the highest standards of civility, honesty, and integrity in all aspects of our personal and professional lives. This must include our interpersonal relationships, our academic pursuits, and our medical practices. We must treat everyone compassionately and respect and protect his or her privacy, dignity, and individuality.

“As part of the trust that society has placed in us, we must advocate for outstanding patient care for all people. Accordingly, we must always recognize those attitudes and values of ours that may influence our ability to do so.

“As medical professionals, we must also recognize limitations in our knowledge, skills, and self-awareness. Accordingly, we must accept our duty to provide and receive constructive feedback with the goal of improving our ability to care for our patients. This eagerness to improve is central to our commitment to excellence and personal growth, and will be the foundation upon which we build our practice of life-long learning.”
continued from preceding page

We, the faculty, students, administration, and alumni stand on the shoulders of the generations of Jeffersonians who have provided us a 178 year old legacy of excellence in medical education and clinical service. We aspire to build on that legacy, enhancing its breadth and depth. We have, and will enhance, a sustained, successful research effort of national and international significance. We are moving to a cutting edge leadership position in medical education at all levels. We will continue to augment the reputation of excellence that Jefferson enjoys in the care of patients in the tri-state region to that of a national reputation of institutional excellence.

We must, however, accomplish this transformation to a national institutional reputation of excellence in research, education, and patient care while maintaining that which separates Jefferson from other research oriented institutions.

We are creating a culture marked by the values of professionalism: Altruism, Respect, Compassion, Integrity, Collaboration, Commitment to Excellence, and Stewardship. We will enhance our long-standing commitment to patient centered care, that humanistic touch that lies at the core of our mission of service to the community. We will continue to value all who are part of Jefferson, even as we deal with the often harsh realities of our environment. We aspire to a collaborative learning environment marked by excellence and constructive accountability for all. This is, perhaps, our greatest challenge.

And, we will succeed.

ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

Charles Francis ’65 Earns the Association’s Highest Honor

The recipient of the Alumni Association’s highest honor was introduced by John Gartland S’44 at the alumni banquet:

We come now to the part of the program the Alumni Association holds most dear: the awarding of the Alumni Achievement Award of Jefferson Medical College—apogee, if you will, of our academic process. Tonight we so honor Charles K. Francis of the Class of 1965 (pictured on the front cover) who, by virtue of his professional achievements, has brought honor and distinction to Jefferson Medical College.

After graduating from Jefferson in 1965 and interning at Philadelphia General Hospital, Dr. Francis spent three years as a general medical officer in the United States Air Force. He spent the years 1969-73 obtaining his graduate education in internal medicine and cardiology on the Tufts University service at Boston City Hospital and on the Harvard University service at Massachusetts General Hospital. From 1973 to 1977 he was Assistant Professor of Medicine and Chief of the Division of Cardiology at the King-Drew Medical Center in Los Angeles. He was then lured back to the east coast and over the next 10 years held professorships in internal medicine at the University of Connecticut Medical School and Yale University School of Medicine. From 1987 to 1998 he was Professor of Clinical Medicine, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University and Director of the Department of Medicine at the Harlem Hospital Center. He assumed his present position as President of the Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science in Los Angeles in 1998.

Dr. Francis has been the principal investigator in 13 funded research projects and is the author of 136 papers, chapters, and abstracts. In addition to his interest in health services and medical effectiveness research, he has contributed in the areas of coronary artery disease in African Americans, thrombolysis in myocardial infarction, hypertensive heart disease, mitral valve insufficiency, AIDS-associated heart disease, access to medical care, health and public policy, and the advancement of health care for minorities. He is the recipient of several national awards and has held elected positions of leadership in national professional organizations.

He has served on the Board of Governors of the Warren Magnusen Clinical Center at the National Institutes of Health, and served as co-chair of the Working Group on Coronary Artery Disease in Blacks, and on the National Advisory Council of the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute of the NIH. He presently serves on the Advisory Committee to the Director of the NIH and on the Board of Regents of the American College of Physicians, and is a member of the Institute of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences.

It is with great pride that Jefferson Medical College presents its Alumni Achievement Award lor 2002 to Dr. Francis.
Thomas Jefferson University awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Science to James Bagian '77 at Commencement ceremonies in June. Dr. Bagian, who was celebrating his 25th reunion at Jefferson, is Director of the Veterans Affairs National Center for Patient Safety. He conceived the VA's comprehensive patient safety program, which focuses on prevention of medical errors rather than punishment as the cornerstone to improving patient outcomes. Utilizing prioritization techniques and root cause analysis tools, Dr. Bagian's system, which was launched in 1999, increased the number of reported medical errors by more than 30-fold and the number of "close calls" reported by 900-fold in the first year of operation alone.

For this work Dr. Bagian also received another important honor this summer: the Frank Brown Berry Prize in Federal Healthcare.

Bagian was chosen as the first Director of the National Center for Patient Safety in 1998. NCPS uses a systems approach to error measurement, and techniques designed to reduce avoidable injuries and deaths throughout the VA's 173 medical centers. With its systems focus and emphasis on “prevention not punishment,” the program is working to nurture a culture of safety.

Previously, Dr. Bagian served with the Environmental Protection Agency from 1995 to 1998 as Deputy Director, Regional and State Programs Division, Office of Mobile Sources.

From 1980 to 1995 he was a NASA astronaut. He took part in both the planning and provision of emergency medical and rescue support for the first six Space Shuttle flights. He also served as the Astronaut Office Coordinator for Space Shuttle payload software and crew equipment. In 1986, Dr. Bagian served as an investigator for the Space Shuttle Challenger accident. He has also been responsible for the development of the pressure suit used for crew escape and various other survival equipment used on Shuttle missions. A veteran of two space flights (STS-29 in 1989 and STS-40 in 1991), Dr. Bagian has logged over 337 hours in space.

Dr. Bagian is currently an Adjunct Assistant Professor of Military and Emergency Medicine at the Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences. He has been active in the mountain rescue community and has served as a member of the Denali Medical Research Project on Mount McKinley. He is an Air Force-qualified freefall parachutist, holds a private pilot's license and has logged over 1,500 hours of flying time in propeller and jet aircraft, helicopters, and gliders.

Special honors for Dr. Bagian include election to the National Academy of Engineering “for integration of engineering and medical knowledge in applications to aerospace systems, environmental technology, and patient safety” (2000), and the American Medical Association’s Dr. Nathan S. Davis Award for outstanding public service in the advancement of public health (2001).
IN MEMORIAM

Paul M. Reigart '30 died February 9. He was in family practice in York, PA, and was on staff at the York Hospital. He is survived by his wife Ann and a son.

Eliot N. Freeman, Jr. '34 died June 9. He was a colorectal surgeon in Whittier, CA. He was on staff at Murphy Memorial Hospital in Whittier where he served as President of the Staff in 1961.

August A. Gabriele '36 died October 22, 2001. He was in family practice in York, PA and was on staff at York Hospital.

Arthur Koffler '36 died February 22. He was in family practice and in diagnostic radiology in Stamford, CT, and held staff appointments at Stamford Hospital and at St. Joseph's Medical Center. He served as President of the Stamford Medical Society in 1964. At age 85, he had an article published in the Journal of Thrombosis and Thrombolysis. He is survived by his wife Caroline and two sons. Son Jeffrey is Jefferson '77.

Stanley C. Suter '36 died June 5. He practiced urology in Lebanon, PA, and was on staff at Good Samaritan and Lebanon Valley General Hospitals in Lebanon. He is survived by his wife Irene and three daughters.

Leon Roos '37 died March 23. He was in family practice in Hanover, PA. He is survived by his wife Melissa.

David P. Forse, Jr. '41 died April 12. He practiced general surgery in Pittsburgh before retiring to Florida. He is survived by his wife Elizabeth, two daughters and a son.

Edward E. Harnagel '43 died February 4. He practiced internal medicine in Los Angeles. He is survived by five sons and a daughter.

Samuel D. Rowley '46 died February 12. He initially practiced pediatrics in Hartford, CT, and was on staff at the Hartford Hospital. Because of an interest in public health, he relocated to Jacksonville, FL where he became Health Care Delivery Chief in Jacksonville. He later served as President, Florida Association of County Health Officers. He is survived by his wife Susan, four sons, and a daughter.

Warren B. Silliman '46 died May 5. He was in family practice in Windsor, CT.

Pritchard T. Lam '47 died May 28. He practiced general surgery in San Jose, CA. He is survived by his wife Edith, a son and a daughter.

Harry L. Baird '52 died October 10, 2001. A Bronze Star recipient in World War II, he worked in the pharmaceutical industry. He served as Chief of the Department of Drug Registration and Regulatory Affairs for U.S. Operations for Sandoz, Incorporated (now Novartis) in East Hanover, NJ. He is survived by his wife Betsy and a son.

Stanley Q. West, Jr. '52 died December 14, 2001. He practiced family medicine in Jersey Shore, PA.

William M. Perrige '53 died June 25. He practiced general surgery in Bloomsburg, PA. He served as Chief of Surgery at Bloomsburg Hospital, at Sunbury Hospital and at Shamokin Hospital. He also served as President of the Northumberland County Medical Society. He is survived by two daughters and two sons.

Alvernon H. Thomson '53 died June 25. For 15 years he worked in the Medical Services Department of the duPont Company in Wilmington, DE. He then served as an emergency room physician at Chester County Hospital in West Chester, PA from 1970 to 1992. He is survived by his wife Julia, two daughters and a son.

Carl T. Evans '54 died May 24. He was Chief of the Ob-gyn Service at the Lexington Clinic in Lexington, KY. He is survived by his wife Mary, two sons and two daughters.

Robert E. Jones '55 died January 27. He began a general practice in Santa Ana, CA but later took a residency in radiology. He also practiced radiology in Santa Rosa.

John W. Raiford '55 died March 17. He was on staff at Lower Bucks Hospital in Levittown, PA, and was an Assistant Clinical Professor of Ob-gyn at Temple University School of Medicine. He is survived by his wife Frances, three daughters and a son.

Doyle D. Hagg '60 died February 25. He practiced family medicine in Frankfort, KY. He is survived by his wife Norine and five children.

Richard F. Howden '60 died February 28. He practiced family medicine in Skippack, PA.

Henry I. Babitt '64 died April 3. He practiced with the Cardiovascular Associates of Baltimore, MD. He held staff appointments at eight Baltimore hospitals, including Johns Hopkins and Union Memorial Hospitals. He was a Clinical Instructor in Medicine at Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. He is survived by his wife Janice and three daughters who are physicians. Daughter Karen is Jefferson '99 and daughter Wendy is Jefferson '01.

Paul B. Silverman '67 died February 4. He was an anesthesiologist and practiced in Miami, FL. He is survived by his wife Barbara, a son and a daughter.

Postgraduate Alumni

Charles Blaich Ryan CRS '55 died December 2, 2001. He was Chief of Surgery at Auburn Memorial Hospital in Auburn, NY. He is survived by his wife Jean, five sons and a daughter.

Faculty

John H. Killough MD, PhD died April 1. He was an Associate Professor of Medicine and Director of the Cardiopulmonary Laboratory at Jefferson. He was appointed Associate Dean of Jefferson Medical College in 1968.

William Harding Kneedler MD died March 21. He had taught tropical medicine at Jefferson, having earned his diploma from the London School of Tropical Medicine as well as his MD from the University of Pennsylvania. He also lived for many years in Thailand.

Abraham Myers MD died June 24. He was an Instructor in Orthopaedic Surgery at Jefferson Medical College, 1938-69. He is survived by his wife Florence, two sons and a daughter.

Simon Kramer MD, the founding Chairman of the Department of Radiation Therapy and Nuclear Medicine at Jefferson, died June 17. He was a world famous figure in the field of radiation oncology, with his major areas of interest being brain tumors and cancers of the breast, neck, and head. He developed a landmark study called the Patterns of Radiation Therapy Care which he led from 1974 to 1983. This study sought to determine how patients should be treated, and which treatments are most effective. In addition, he incorporated long-term follow up and quality of life parameters into his studies, which was an original concept for such studies 30 years ago. Dr. Kramer was a research scientist at the National Cancer Institute, as well as being a teacher and clinician. He was a recipient of gold medals from the Chicago Radiological Society, the Fletcher Society of the M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX, the American Society of Therapeutic Radiologists, and the American College of Radiology. Jefferson established an Annual Simon Kramer Lectureship in his honor. When he stepped down as founding chairman of his department in 1983, Jefferson named him a Distinguished Professor. He remained an attending physician at Jefferson until 1989 when he accepted emeritus status. He is survived by a son and a daughter.
Class Notes

36 Barclay Brandmiller of Indianapolis celebrated his 92nd birthday this past June. His daughter Ann writes that he is doing well. "He walks the halls very routinely and will not use a walker or cane."

33 William Delaney of Wynnewood, PA retired from his practice of internal medicine in May 2002 and is currently studying theology.

35 John Bloomedal of Great Falls, MT continues to practice orthopaedic surgery in an eight-person group.

36 Joseph Bering Sr. of Lebanon, PA continues to practice family medicine four days a week and is on the faculty at PSU/MS Hershey Medical Center.

37 Max Koppel received a Certificate of Appreciation this spring "for outstanding support to the Surgeon General of the United States."

John Murray of Bellville, PA is enjoying his retirement after 40-plus years in family practice in Norristown.

38 Marvin Rotman of Kings Point, NY has received the 2002 Gold Medal from the American Society for Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology. It is the organization's highest honor for clinical research and service. Simon Kramer MD, the world renowned radiology oncologist who headed the department at Jefferson (see page 8), was an earlier recipient of this same award. Dr. Rotman is Professor and Chair of Radiation Oncology at SUNY-Downstate in Brooklyn. He has four children.

39 Albert Price of Lancaster, PA was awarded the Pennsylvania Pediatrician of the Year Award for 2001 by the Pennsylvania Chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics. This peer-nominated award is given to pediatricians who best exemplify the ideals of the pediatric profession through their clinical work, teaching and mentoring of young physicians and their community child advocacy. Dr. Price has served families in the Lancaster community for 27 years in a general pediatric practice, in pediatric cardiology, as a leader of the Lancaster County Safe Kids Coalition and as a committed organizer of the annual Farm Safety Day.

64 Ronald Burde of New York has retired as Chairman of Ophthalmology at Albert Einstein College of Medicine and Montefiore Hospital. He remains involved in voluntary teaching and research.

Eli Melzer of La Jolla, CA recently was honored with the Distinguished Clinician Award of the American Academy of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology for "outstanding contributions to improving diagnostic methods and therapeutic agents for allergic diseases and for advancing ethics in patient care and clinical investigation." He is still in full-time practice and clinical research in San Diego.

Milton Sands of Farmington, CT continues to direct the cardiology section at New Britain General Hospital with joint academic appointments at the University of Connecticut and Yale.

65 Bruce Hopper was appointed a member of the Board of Directors of White Horse Village Lifestyle Community in Edgemont. He has practiced with Main Line Women’s Health Care in Rosemont and Paoli and also served as Medical Director of Delaware Valley HMO from its inception.

Antonio Ramos-Umpierrez of Dorado, PR, is proud to note that his son, Jose Ramos, gave up a successful law practice and graduated from Jefferson this June. Jose is a third generation Jeffersonian.

69 H. Roger Hansen of Spofford, NH, an orthopaedic surgeon in Cheshire, has been selected by his peers in the state of New Hampshire as a "Top Doctor" for 2002.

70 Larry Myers and his wife are Co-chairs of a mental health initiative for the Union of American Hebrew Congregations’ Department of Jewish Family Affairs. They reside in Prospect, KY.

71 Donald Bergman of Tenafly, NJ was chosen President-elect of the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists at its 11th Annual Meeting and Clinical Congress in Chicago in May. Dr. Bergman is in private practice in New York City and has authored several papers and contributed to several books including The Mount Sinai School of Medicine Complete Book of Nutrition.

Edward Ruby of Fort Washington, PA will serve as Vice-President of the Philadelphia Endocrine Society and continues to serve on Jefferson Medical College’s Admissions Committee.

72 James Ficnar of Chesapeake, VA is a staff surgeon at Portsmouth Naval Medical Center. His daughter Jennifer is a third year student at JMC.

James Hay of Del Mar, CA is now the Vice-Speaker of the House of Delegates of the California Medical Association.

73 Paul Manganiello of Norwich, VT was nominated by his peers practicing in the state of New Hampshire as a "Top Doc" for 2002. Paul, a reproduction endocrinologist, joined the staff at Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center in 1979.

75 Gary Clark of Chagrin Falls, OH is now Professor, Chair, and Residency Program Director, Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation at Metro Health Medical Center/Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland. He is also a Certified Physician Executive.

76 Ira Brenner of Narberth, PA is currently President of the Philadelphia Psychiatric Society.

77 Leonard Adelson of Encino, CA is Chief of Internal Medicine at the Encino-Tarzana Regional Medical Center. He is also a referee administrator for the American Youth Soccer Organization Region 33.

David Nickerson continues to practice pulmonary disease and critical care in Texas City. He was given an award for being "Physician of the Quarter" in January. He serves on the Governing Boards of the Galveston County Clinics as well as the Mainland Medical Center.

78 Gregg Allen of Nashville, TN is Executive Vice President and Chief Medical Officer of MedSolutions, a company which offers network development and precertification for diagnostic imaging medical management.

Joan E. Schott retired in June after more than four decades on the staff of the Alumni Office, in recent years as Associate Director of Annual Giving. She was honored in June at a party in Jefferson Alumni Hall, where she had participated in so many Medical College events over the years. Joan was known for her systematic approach, her love of traditions, her early-morning arrival, her wry laugh, her ability to remember names and histories of countless Jefferson graduates. She participated in the consistent growth of the annual giving program and made sure that no detail was overlooked. Alumni across the country wish her the very best in retirement.
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Michael Border of Northborough, MA is Chief of Ophthalmology at the Fallon Clinic in Worcester, MA where he has practiced for 17 years.

Brent Noyes is enjoying life in Wilmington, DE with his family and is practicing arthroscopic medicine in a 14 person group.

79 Brian Otta of Barrington, RI was recently promoted to Professor of Medicine, Department of Clinical Neurosciences, at Brown University Medical School.

80 Raymond Wargovich of Hainesport, NJ is an intensivist in the Department of Cardiology at Deborah Heart and Lung Center, and is also Co-Director of the Medical Intensive Care Unit, and Physician Director of the Physician Assistant Program.

82 Edward Zarad of Tunkhannock, PA was selected as Family Physician of the Year by the Pennsylvania Academy of Family Physicians. This honor by his peers is based on his devotion during his career of enthusiastically promoting family practice, mentoring students, and caring for his patients and the citizens of his community. This award was presented at the PAFP Annual Business Meeting in May.

83 Glenn Machin and wife Lynn of Center Valley, PA are happy to announce the birth of their second daughter, Emily Catherine, on January 8, 2002.

Beth Squiers and her husband, Chris McKenzie, and their son Arthur (born January 16, 2002) are living happily by the ocean in Half Moon Bay, CA. Beth is Senior Director of Global Pharmacovigilance for SangStat Medical Corporation, and after 10 years as a practicing transplant surgeon, is loving having weekends with her new family!

83 Brian Boyle of Greensburg, PA was a candidate for the Pennsylvania House of Representatives this election year.

87 Rich Rayner completed his first marathon in San Diego at the Suzuki Rock 'N Roll Marathon. He is presently the Medical Director for the Harrisburg Family Practice Residency Program and lives in Middletown, PA with his wife Leslie and three boys, Joshua, Stephen and Jason.

88 Edward Kim of Bernards Township, NJ was recently promoted to Medical Director of Adult Services, UMDNJ-University Behavioral HealthCare. In this position, he is responsible for quality improvement, clinical standards, and integration of services within a statewide behavioral health delivery system. He is also Assistant Director of Psychiatric Residency Training, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School and Director of the Section of Neuropsychiatry.

90 P. Kurt Bahnberger of Reading, PA has recently opened his solo general surgery practice at The Reading Hospital and Medical Center, and St. Joseph’s Medical Center. He and his wife Carolyn are enjoying life in Berks County with their three sons, Ben, Brian and James.

Alice Dick of Los Angeles is ‘pleased to be able to share that in May and June of this year I took a mini-sabbatical of six weeks. I spent it in Denver, in Europe (three weeks traveling through Turkey, Bulgaria and the Czech Republic), and relaxing and thinking about my profession and my relation to it. I have not had a vacation like this since the summer after my first year in med school, and I would recommend that anyone do this if there is any way that they can negotiate a block of time off. I also had the opportunity to administer the Hippocratic Oath to a recent J eff graduate at the end of my sabbatical, which I found to be a useful reminder of what being a physician stands for.’

Elizabeth Gallivan Snedden and husband Scott of Mountain View, CA, along with Hal Snedden ’50 and Mike Snedden ’79 are proud to announce the arrival of Patrick Edward, born August 31, 2001.

91 Joan Ringham Cohen and husband Benjamin are practicing cardiology in Los Angeles. They live in Encino, CA with their three boys and never tire of the outdoors.

93 Sharon Griswold and husband David of Glenside, PA are proud to announce the birth of their daughter, Amanda Grace, born June 14, 2001.

96 E. Darrin Cox has completed his general surgery residency at Walter Reed Army Medical Center and is now beginning a cardiothoracic surgery fellowship at same center. He was appointed Instructor in Surgery at the Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences. He and wife Kathleen, along with sons Adam and Caleb, live in Laurel, MD.

Ryan Gallivan of Shaker Heights, OH has finished an ear, nose and throat residency and is currently doing a rhinology fellowship at The Cleveland Clinic. He will then move to Bend, OR with wife Julie and their three children to begin practicing ENT medicine.

Joseph Lombardi has just completed his general surgical training at Pennsylvania Hospital and will be doing a vascular surgery fellowship at HUP. He and wife Nadia have a set of twins, Joseph and Julia, who were four years old in August.

Farhad Mazdisian is completing a second year pulmonary and critical care fellowship at UC-Irvine Medical Center in California.

97 Michael Beck and his wife Lisa have accepted faculty positions at Case Western University in Cleveland, OH. Michael has finished his year as pediatrics chief resident at Hershey Medical Center after completing his med/peds residency. He will be a med/peds hospitalist at University Hospitals and Rainbow Babies and Children Pediatric Hospital. He has also accepted the position of Associate Med/Peds Program Director. His wife is a med/peds rheumatologist and will be serving as a clinical researcher for Case Western.

Amanda Grant Smith and her husband Sam announce the birth of their second daughter on May 31, 2002. Amanda is finishing her fellowship in geriatric psychiatry at the University of South Florida in Tampa.

98 Bryke Beller and wife Klarris Nelson Beller ’99 are proud to announce the arrival of their daughter, Aanika, born May 15, 2002. They are living in Eugene, OR and are in private practice in ob/gyn (Bryke) and internal medicine (Klarissa).

Karen Ravin has joined a small pediatrics practice in Dover, DE.

Patty Vitale of San Diego is completing her first year in a community pediatrics fellowship at UCSF with a focus on domestic violence and its effects on children.

99 Andrew Haas of Wynnewood, PA has completed his internal medicine residency at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania and will begin a pulmonary/critical care fellowship there.

01 Tara Weintraub has completed her internship in psychiatry at Mount Sinai Hospital in New York City.

Class of '93: Jay Jawad of Seattle, Chandran Kalyanam of Greenbelt, MD, David Manuel of Boston, Mark Syns of Los Angeles, and Hermann Moreno of Laramie, WY are pleased to report that none of them suffered a substantial financial loss in Las Vegas when they gathered there.
Alumni Spotlight: George Adams '66

Jefferson Medical College turns its Alumni Spotlight on George L. Adams '66 whose professional accomplishments have brought honor and prestige to our medical college. This outcome is not unexpected since George Adams was the 1966 Class President for four years, took three prizes at graduation, and functions as Class Agent for the Class of 1966. His residency education in otolaryngology was obtained at the University of Minnesota, 1967-71. He was appointed an Assistant Professor in the Department of Otolaryngology there in 1973. He became Professor and Head of the Department in 1990 and remains in that position today.

George Adams is actively involved in both student and resident medical education. In addition, he has a primary interest in developing a multidisciplinary approach to the management of advanced malignancies in his area of interest. He has been a member of many prospective trials in head and neck cancer, many of which have become national prospective trials. He points out that, formerly, treatment for such malignancies seemed dominated by anecdotal evidence and personal experience, rather than by scientifically derived facts. With increased multidisciplinary prospective randomized studies now becoming the norm, it seems apparent that there are specific indications for certain modalities of treatment. Dr. Adams points out these indications now are becoming the standard of care for malignancies in his field of interest.

George Adams has received multiple funded research grants, and is either a member or chair of 13 head and neck research protocols. He serves as Surgical Co-Chair, Head and Neck Oncology Committee, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) in the National Cancer Institute. In addition to about 200 scientific presentations in this country and abroad, he has published six textbooks and over 120 scientific articles and book chapters. He also serves as a guest examiner for the American Board of Otolaryngology. He belongs to the American Academy of Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, the American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, the Triological Society, the American Head and Neck Society, the American Laryngological Association, and the American College of Surgeons. He served as President, Minnesota Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery in 1985. He received the Distinguished Clinical Teacher Award from the Minnesota Medical Foundation and the University of Minnesota medical students in 1995.

George Adams proudly points out that, at the University of Minnesota, the otolaryngology residency program is recognized for its strong effort in producing academic otolaryngologists. As part of this program, a master's degree in otolaryngology, or a PhD degree, is required for completion of the program. Up to 35 percent of residents finishing this program have remained in academic otolaryngology. Several of these now serve as department heads at prestigious universities across the country and many others serve as junior faculty members or are in part-time teaching positions. George Adams notes that Minnesota's strong emphasis on producing otolaryngologists who will be productive in teaching and research was a department goal even before he became department head. Their residency program in otolaryngology is one of the oldest and largest in the country and soon will be celebrating its 100th anniversary.

Dr. Adams's department can point with pride to the number of research projects in which they have participated, particularly with the large amount of National Institutes of Health funding they received in the area of otitis media research. George Adams says his present goal is to continue to build, improve, and enrich the program in otolaryngology at the University of Minnesota. The interdisciplinary aspects of the program studies of otitis media in both children and adults, and in mechanisms of cancer development, chemotherapy prevention, and prospective randomized Phase 3 trials in the management of head and neck cancers are what continue to spur him on.

Dr. Adams, his wife, Donna, and their three sons enjoy the pleasures of Minnesota's many lakes. George Adams participates in competitive sailing in J22 sailboat racing and in the E Scow Racing Fleet. He also is a competitive cross country skier, ranking in the top 40 percent of men in his age group in the 30km race. Jefferson congratulates Dr. Adams on a distinguished professional career and thanks him for bringing honor and distinction to Jefferson Medical College.
The 54th Campaign

James W. Fox IV ’70, Chairman, Annual Giving

We are deeply grateful to the 3,351 alumni, postgraduate alumni, nongraduate faculty and friends who gave generously to the 54th Annual Giving campaign, raising $1,942,381 to advance the educational, research and patient care mission of Jefferson. Their philanthropy is an essential element of Jefferson's continued success, and we thank them most sincerely.

Once again, the President's Club, under the chairmanship of Benjamin Bacharach '56 and Jerome M. Cotler '52, was out in front. 598 Club members gave $1,074,416 or 55 percent of the total raised for Annual Giving. Our thanks go to the chairmen for their leadership and to the members for their support.

Our nongraduate faculty and their Annual Giving agent, David C. Levin MD, deserve our gratitude for their loyalty to Jefferson and their contributions to the 54th campaign. 147 nongraduate faculty members gave $150,089 to Annual Giving.

We are pleased to report that 293 of our postgraduate alumni (PGAs) gave $110,427 to the 54th campaign. We thank them for their support and their departmental Annual Giving agents for their time and effort. Congratulations to the PGAs from the Department of Dermatology and their agent Anthony F. Santoro D’00 for the greatest amount contributed ($20,250); to the PGAs from the Department of Medicine and their agents Mark G. Graham IM’81 and Francis X. Keeley IM'60 for the greatest number of contributors (60) for the second year in a row; and to the PGAs from the Department of Ophthalmology and their agent Edward A. Jaeger, Jr. OPH’64 for the greatest percentage of participation (29.7 percent).

At the heart of every successful Annual Giving campaign is a loyal, active and effective class agent system. Jefferson is fortunate to have Medical College class agents who deserve every one of those adjectives and we are grateful to all of them. Several classes and class agents have done a superb job this year and we would like to recognize them.

First of all, congratulations to the 10 Medical College reunion classes and their agents for raising $275,242 in honor of their reunions. The Class of 1957 and their agents Phillip J. Marone and Bronson J. McNierney took top honors for amount given for the third year in a row. They raised $90,489 for the 54th campaign. The Class of 1978 and their agent Duncan Salmon continued their long tradition of taking first place for the number of contributors with 94 donors. Percentage of participation is counted from the 50th reunion class forward. The 50th reunion Class of 1952 and their agent Jerome M. Cotler tied with the Class of 1954 and their agent John R. Patterson for first place with 67 percent participation. These classes and class agents deserve our gratitude and thanks for their devotion to Jefferson.

Gifts 2001-02 from Alumni, Faculty, Widows, and Friends

$1,942,381

Additional Gifts 2001-02 from Alumni, Faculty, and Widows (Endowment Gifts, Trusts Established, Gifts in Kind, Realized Bequests)

$7,856,351

On June 7, in the magnificent new Verizon Hall, the Class of 2002 received their diplomas and took their place in the long line of Jefferson Medical College alumni. We are proud to have these fine young physicians as members of the Alumni Association and look forward to working with them in service to our Alma Mater. We are pleased to introduce their class agents, Christina T. Smith and Michael E. Ciminiello.

Jefferson is indeed fortunate to have such an outstanding group of supporters among its alumni, the postgraduate alumni, faculty and friends. They have contributed in no small measure to Jefferson's strength in the present and to its excellent prospects in the future. President Brucker, Dean Nasca and I extend our thanks to each and every one.
1892-1919
$16,677.37

'82
• Harry Bowman Felt (Bequest)

'08
• Edward F. Hemminger (Education Fund)
• Marshall C. Rumbaugh (Trust Fund)

'13
• Mrs. John E. Livingood (Bequest)

'18
• Reynold S. Griffith
  In memory of widow, Mrs. Joanna Griffith Gabel
• Mrs. Joanna Griffith Gabel
  In memory of Paul A. Bowers '37
• Herbert A. Luscombe '40

'19
• E. Lloyd Jones
  In memory of widow

'28
Charles Levy
Class Agent
Three Gifts $3,539.26
100 Percent Participation
• Morris M. Mancoll (Trust Fund)
• Frank Niemeyer
• Charles F. Weigel (Trust Fund)

'29
Paul O. Blake
Class Agent
Six Gifts $5,200.00
50.0 Percent Participation
Paul O. Blake
• Ralph L. Cox
  In memory of widow
• William E. Delicate
  In memory of widow
• William E. Delicate
  In memory of widow
• Anthony F. DePalma

'30
Leon L. Berens
Class Agent
One Gift $1,400.00
50.0 Percent Participation
Leon L. Berens

'31
$475.00
• Robert Charr
  In memory of widow
• Othello S. Kough
  In memory of widow
• Nathan Ralph
  In memory of widow

'32
Three Gifts $445.00
14.3 Percent Participation
Walter S. Neff
• Benjamin Provisor
  In memory of widow

Gifts received July 1, 2001 through June 24, 2002
• Deceased
* Gift through AMA Foundation

Nelson
David D. Dunn
• George Evashwick
  In memory of widow
Blaine R. Garner
• John H. Hodges
• George B. Hood
• Dr. & Mrs. James J. Kelly
• Leonard P. Lang
  In memory of widow
Louis Leventhal
• Joseph P. Long
• Nelson Podolnick
  In memory of widow
Ruben R. Pottash
Louis C. Riegert
John P. Rudolph
• Albert Schiowitz
• Arthur I. Sims
• Norman J. Skversky
• Hymen D. Stein
• Henry H. Stroud
• George S. White
• Mrs. James B. Cartly
  In memory of
Paul A. Bowers '37

'40
• Herbert A. Luscombe
  Class Agent
9 Gifts $4,310.00
25.0 Percent Participation
Charles L. Cubberley, Jr.
• William J. Glass, Jr.
• John F. King
• Herbert A. Luscombe
  In memory of
• John & Diana Devereaux
  Audrey Knowles
• Kathleen & Henry Lieberman
• Mary Gene Meagher
• Jane N. Meekling
• Nellie Santore
• William H. Robinson III
• Blair W. Saylor
  In memory of widow
• Randolph V. Selman
• Randolph V. Selman
  In memory of
• Herbert A. Luscombe '40
• John F. Shaffer
• Mrs. Thomas B. Mervine
  In memory of
• Paul A. Bowers '37
• Herbert A. Luscombe '40

'41
John Y. Templeton III
Class Agent
15 Gifts $3,550.00
46.4 Percent Participation
Charles F. Appel
• Thomas S. Armstrong
  In memory of widow
• Charles N. Burns
• John D. Carapella
• George F. Catlett
  In memory of widow
• Dewitt E. DeLauter
• Willard M. Drake, Jr.
• Abel H. Fotsugi
• Vincent S. Palmasino
• Robert H. Peters, Jr.
• Edward A. Ricketts
• Charles L. Schucker
• John Y. Templeton III
  Dr. & Mrs. John Y. Templeton III
  In memory of
• Paul A. Bowers '37
• Herbert A. Luscombe '40
• Dr. & Mrs. John Y. Templeton III
  In honor of
• Joan E. Schott
J\'44
25 Gifts $10,175.00
37.9% Participation
Stephan Wirth, B.S., B.A.
John C. Beaird
Bernard L. Bravenman
Frank H. Butt
Lin T. Chun
Harry A. Davis, Jr.
John DeCarlo
William H. Gehron, Jr.
Bert P. Jacobson
John C. Kelleher
Edgar D. Knerr, Jr.
Daniel W. Lewis
John F. Lynch, Jr.
John A. Martin* 
John A. Martin
Sidney R. McPherson
Carl S. Miller
John B. Miller
Howard M. Oliver
John G. Oliver
George W. Plonk
Edward A. Shafe
Arthur B. Van Gundy
William Van Wick
Donald B. Witmer
James T. S. Wong

54.4% Participation
John R. Gartland
Class Agent
35 Gifts $11,297.49
36.4% Participation
William R. Anderson
James Beebe, Jr.
David R. Brewer, Jr.
Harry R. Cramer, Sr.
H. Leroy C. Dic, Jr.
Ray H. Flory
James G. Foley
John E. Gallagher
John J. Gartland
Warren C. Herrold
Robert H. Holland
Emil Howanitz
Herbert S. Hunter
Wallace B. Hussong
William G. Johnson
Albert L. Kerr
Robert M. Kerr
Milton N. Kite
Carol H. Konhaus
+Theodore J. Kraus

In memory of widow
Charles L. Liggett
W. Bosley Manges
J. David McGeaughney III
Peter P. Midura
William A. Morton, Jr.
+Robert M. Packer, Jr.

In memory of widow
John M. Pulliam, Jr.
+Leon Rosenbaum, Jr.

In memory of widow
Julius C. Rosch
William S. Rothermel
Eugene J. Ryan
Paul W. Schissler
+Jerome D. Shaffer

In memory of widow
Harry S. Spatz
Harold Wilf

John M. Bear
Earl E. Brant
Joseph S. Brown, Jr.
Elbridge G. Buffum
Donald E. Burket
Lloyd S. Call
James R. Cavett, Jr.
Daniel H. Coleman
Daniel J. Collinson
Kent P. Cooper
Eugene E. Costa
Edward W. Cuhler
W. Pierce Ellis, Jr.
Harry W. Fullerton, Jr.
Raymond C. Grandon
Raymond C. Grandon
Frank A. Gress
Robert L. Irmer, Jr.
+Melvin L. Knupp

In memory of widow
+Melvin L. Knupp

In memory of widow
Joseph C. Koch

In memory of widow
Benson Krieger
Robert H. Leaming
James H. Lee, Jr.
William T. Lineberry, Jr.
Vincent I. MacAndrew
+Douglas W. Mackelan

In memory of widow
Frank A. Matteri
Edward H. McGeehe
Dr. & Mrs. Edward H. McGeehe

In memory of widow
Paul A. Bowers' 37
Edward H. McGeehe

In memory of his daughter, Sarah McGeehe, Kommissin
Avery W. McCurry
Francis L. McNeils
Desmond S. O'Doherty
L. Raymond Parks, Jr.
Henry Peckstein
Robert C. Puff
Gustav E. Rosenheim
Robert E. Rowand
Peter J. Savage
+Rocco P. Sciubba, Jr.

In memory of widow
+Bernard J. Shuman

In memory of widow
Mrs. Victor M. Ruby
Lawrence T. Springkle
Ralph J. Verrarna
John M. Vesey
Charles W. Welley
John B. White, Jr.

J\'47
James W. Mackell
Class Agent
47 Gifts $13,885.00
48.3% Participation
Harold H. Alderfer
Gustav W. Anderson
Mahlon Z. Bierley, Jr.
Homer W. Bissell
Ralaph A. Carabasso, Jr.
In memory of Paul A. Bowers' 37
Herbert A. Luscobme '40
Abraham L. Cohen
Harry L. Collins, Jr.
John P. Decker
+Robert C. Dietel

In memory of widow
Paul J. Dowell
Charles D. Duff
George N. Eriksen
Dr. & Mrs. James J. Gallagher

In memory of widow
Paul A. Bowers' 37
Dr. and Mrs. James J. Gallagher
Herbert A. Luscobme '40

James B. Gilbert
+Edward F. Gliva

In memory of widow
John W. Burch
John R. Griffith

In memory of widow
Paul A. Bowers' 37
Robert A. Grugan
Robert A. Haines
Daniel S. Goop, Jr.
F. William Henderson
Herbert V. Jordan, Jr.* 
William M. Kane
Kenneth R. Knox
Sidney Koretsky
Joseph B. Krsivasz
Louis F. LaNece
+Allan H. Lee

In memory of widow
Leonard J. Levick
Marvin O. Lewis
James V. Mackell
Walter V. Matteucci
Michael J. McAndrew, Jr.
Randall M. McLaughlin
Harold Meyer
Clarence M. Miller, Jr.
Robert M. Nelson
John H. Petre, Jr.
Melvin L. Rentz
Samuel D. Rowley
Henry A. Seidengberg
G. Robert Sentia
Frank J. Shannon, Jr.
Enio W. Tobia
John S. Walker
William M. Woodward

J\'48
Norman J. Quinn, Jr.
Henry R. Liss
George R. Pechstein
Class Agents
52 Gifts $35,325.25
54.9% Participation
Richard P. Alexander
Charles W. Anderson
William H. Annesley, Sr.
Sol Ballis
Joseph E. Bartos
John D. Bealer
+Leonard F. Bender

In memory of widow
Donald G. Burrell
Donald M. Blatchley
Thomas R. Brooks
Robert J. Carabas
C. Harold Cohn
Chester F. Cullen
Rudolph T. DePersia, Sr.
Meyer Edelman
Paul C. Eiseman, Jr.
Valiero J. Federici
Charles D. Foster III
Alexander Goulard, Jr.
G. Barrett Heckler
Eugene P. Hughes, Sr.
Edward J. Jahnke
Murray Kahn
James Kleckner
Richard Landis
Robert C. Lanier
Henry R. Liss
Gordon Lii
Thomas J. McBride
John L. McCormack
Jeffrey F. McKinnon*
J. Edward McKinney
Earl S. Moyer
Jeorge J. O'Donnell
Stephen E. Pascucci, Sr.
Stephen E. Pascucci, Sr.

In memory of
Samuel S. Conly, Jr., S\'44
George R. Pechstein
Clermont S. Powell
Norman J. Quinn, Jr.
William A. Ranson
Robert S. Rector
Daniel S. Rowe
Ralph J. Schlosser
Edward Scull
Lee S. Serfas
+Don V. Shaw

In memory of widow
William E. Sheely
+John W. Smythe
(Restaunt)
Curtis H. Swartz
David Thomas, Jr.
Thomas C. Turner
John E. Weyher, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Stanley E. Zeeman
Harry M. Zutz
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'54  John R. Patterson
Class Agent
79 Gifts $35,601.53
67.0 Percent Participation
Joseph L. Abbott
Thomas Aceto, Jr.
William J. Albright III*
Robert M. Allen
Robert G. Bucher
Rudolph C. Camishon
David Chenen
Cesar H. Colon-Bonet
Jerome I. Cook
Charles T. B. Coyne
David W. Crook
Dr. & Mrs. Marvin Dannenberg
Dwight G. Davis, Jr.
G. Richard Dickerson
Malvin J. Dougherty
Lambert G. Eichner
Howard L. Field
Dr. & Mrs. Jack W. Fink
Anthony L. Forte
John W. Goldschmidt
John J. Goodwin
Joseph B. Green
Charles H. Greenbaum
Paul D. Griesser
John S. Hamilton
Clyde E. Harriger
C. Walter Hassel, Jr.
Robert A. Hinrichs
Thomas A. Hodge
Christopher K. Hood
Milton Ivker
Merle H. Katsman
Stanley R. Kern
Francis M. Kopack
Harris Lavine
Stanley N. Levick
Earl T. Lewis
Harold Lipschutz
John R. Loughhead, Jr.
John R. Loughhead, Jr
In memory of
Paul A. Bowers '37
Gilbert A. Martin, Jr.
David L. McMorris*
Donald L. Minter
Nelson F. Moursy, Jr.
John B. Nelson III
Warren W. Nichols
Dennis S. O'Connor
Milton R. Okun
John M. Patterson
John R. Patterson
John R. Patterson
In memory of
Paul A. Bowers '37
Nancy S. Grosclose
Herbert A. Luscombe '40
Henry Wm. Fletcher
Edward M. Podgorski
Edward M. Podgorski
In honor of by
Richard & Cathie Beland
Leonne Cavallo
Richard & Constance DeFalco
Joseph & Sandra DiFilippo
Vincen & Leticia Limcaco
Ralph & Emily Neide
Susan Pietrzyk
Jennylin Schott
Christine L. Schute
Robert & Marie Stebb
Charles H. Powell
John S. Purnell, Jr.
Charles A. Rankin, Jr.
John E. Rawis
Edward A. Renquest
William L. Rodgers
Jack N. Rosenberg
Edward M. Salisbury
Lewis P. Scott III
Alfred G. Scottolini
H. Alexander Smith, Jr.
Robert J. Sorensen
Samuel G. Southwick
William H. Taylor
Charles S. Tippett, Jr.
Edward Thober
Thornton A. Vandersall
John M. Wapner
Harold R. Weidaw
Paul R. Weis
Harry W. Weller
James F. Welsh
John D. Welby
Walther T. Weylman
Joseph M. Winston
In memory of by widow
Matthew F. Yenney
Andrew J. Zweiller
'55  Robert T. Senior
Class Agent
73 Gifts $22,139.49
56.9 Percent Participation
Edwin D. Arishi
Burton S. Benowitz
In memory of
Leon A. Peris '55
Donald R. Pohl '55
John Schelbert III '55
Robert E. Berry
Robert E. Berry
Joseph M. Blackburn
John W. Bloemendaal
Carl W. Boyer, Jr.
Rev. Edward C. Bradley
Louis Brahen
W. Taylor Brandlass
In memory of
John William Raitford '55
Robert A. Brown
Joseph F. Centrone
Dr. & Mrs. Herbert E. Cohn
Dr. & Mrs. Herbert E. Cohn
In memory of
Paul A. Bowers '37
Stanley Gordon
Herbert A. Luscombe '40
J. Hubert Conner
Robert D. Cordier
Howard Cravetz
Eugene A. Curtin
Theodore G. Duncan
*Alfred C. Elmer
In memory of by widow
Robert I. Fraser
Bruce Goodman
Joseph S. Harun
Joseph A. Heaney
John O. Hewlett
William T. Holland, Jr.
Arthur C. Huntley, Jr.
Cecil G. Jenkins
Joseph R. John
Michael F. Joyce
William L. Kanerson
Ray M. Kessel
Ben Kline
Harry G. Light
William A. Lista
Robert W. Lukens, Jr.
James G. Mackey, Jr.
Joseph I. Maguire
Donald J. Manzi
John A. Marchesani
John A. Marchesani
In honor of
Edward M. Podgorski '54
John H. Mazur
John A. McCarthy
John A. McCarthy
In memory of
John William Raitford '55
Ernest L. McKenna, Jr.
Donald G. Miller
Joseph A. Miller
Judson S. Milliron
William R. Moore, Jr.
James A. Murray
Joseph P. O'Connell
*Leon A. Peris
In memory of by his mother,
Mrs. Harry E. Peris
In memory of by his sister,
Marcia Epstein
Hugh S. Pershing
Donald V. Powers
Myron E. Rappaport
Alfred A. Rosenblatt
Joseph W. Schauer, Jr.
Guy L. Schless
Victor G. Schorn
J. Donald Schultz
Paul M. Sellon
Ron J. Senior
John A. Shoener
James A. Singleton
John N. Sourbeer
Robert C. Spagnoli
Charles T. H. Storm
F. William Sunderman, Jr.
Thomas B. Templeton
John D. Turco
Morton J. Vallow
Robert L. Vanderlin
Thomas H. Vodell, Jr.
Bernard S. Yurick
David O. Zenker
'56  Eugene F. Bonacci
Class Agent
83 Gifts $44,874.98
59.4 Percent Participation
Arlind A. Adams
Vincent C. Andracchio
George M. Arras
George M. Arras
In honor of
Edward M. Podgorski '54
Albert Arouih
Dr. & Mrs. Benjamin Bacharach
Wm. Dudson Bacon
Richard P. Baker, Jr.
Frederick V. Balth
Joseph L. Barb
Kenneth N. Beers, Sr.
Joseph P. Bering, Sr.
Bernard Berne
James P. Boland
Eugene F. Bonacci
Raymond W. Bruss, Jr.
Thomas L. Carter
Owen A. Chang
William E. Clendenning
Charles E. Cole
William A. Coyle
John M. Daniel
John B. Davies
Thomas G. Donecker
In memory of
G. Gordon Given '56
Paul Drucker
Paul J. Dugan
Stewart E. First
Irwin R. Fisch
Haviland Fleckinger
Paul E. Frank
Hilliard C. Gersten
Eugene Glick
Philip S. Green
Ernest R. Griffith
Albert H. Grollman
Dale A. Grove, Jr.
Edward R. Hagopian
Charles H. Hemminger
*Joseph H. Hobbs
In memory of widow
John W. Holdcraft
J. Harold Housman
James H. Johnson
Dr. & Mrs. Hyman R. Kahn
Wilson R. Kane
Karl G. Klinges
C. Warren Koebl, Jr.
James B. Lee
Edward W. Luczenski, Jr.
Wilbert G. Lundgren
Rex G. Malhe
Robert C. Magley
Joseph L. Magrath
Robert J. Maro, Sr.
Joseph A. McCadden
*Edward D. McLaughlin
In memory of widow
Robert L. Mecklenburg
Anthony F. Merlino
Sheldon B. Meyerson
Wallace T. Miller
Walter E. Mokychic
Edmund V. Niklewski
J. Elmer Nix
*Michael A. Paolletti
In memory of widow
Robert M. Pearl
Richard T. Price
Richard Raiber
Antonio Ramos-Barroso
Joseph P. Ravin
James R. Regan
Edwin L. Rothfield
Robert B. Schwartz
Bertram H. Shapiro
Henry H. Sherk
Charles J. Stahl III
Thomas D. Stine
James L. Stone
Robert B. Weirnman
Frederick H. Wilhelm
Claude M. Williams
Stephen K. Williams
Noyes E. Yale, Jr.
Henry L. Yin
James G. Zangrilli

'57
Philip J. Marone
Bronson J. McNerney
Class Agents
70 Gifts $90,489.41
52.8 Percent Participation
Herbert G. Aaronson
Cesare R. Antonacci
Francis F. Bartone
John M. Bender
Gaylord W. Bennett
David H. Black
Martin G. Blechman
Gust Boulis
Nathan Brillman
Robert S. Broidstein
Joseph D. Giunta
Edward J. Cooper
T. Clark Corson III
Vincent D. Cuddy
James E. Culbert
Arthur N. DiNicola
Richard E. Eaker
Donald P. Elliott
John C. Flanagan
Bertram H. Frohman
J. Ronald Halenda
John R. Hansell
*Ralph W. Hassler
In memory of widow
Mrs. Louise G. H. Landry
Allfred O. Heath
Stephen J. Herceg
Joseph B. Hess
David I. Hill
Abram M. Hostetter
William D. Inglis
Stephen J. Kendra
John F. Kershner
Charles L. Knecht III
Stanley L. Kokot
Max M. Koppel & Barbara Kravitz
In memory of his father,
Alexander Koppel ‘28

In memory of his mother,
Sylvia Betty Oram Koppel, R.N.
Arthur C. Krepps II
Gerald Labriola
William T. Lamp II
Allan W. Lazar
Marvin L. Lewbart
Robert E. Lynch
John T. Magee
Thomas R. Mainzer
Lowell D. Mann
Phillip J. Marone
Phillip J. Marone
In honor of
Jussi J. Saukkonen (Faculty)
Phillip J. Marone
In memory of
Paul A. Bowers ‘37
Victoria Franchetti
Francis Naselli
Ronald M. Macht
Bronson J. McNerney
Divo A. Messori
John S. Mest
Walter R. Morgan
John F. Murray
James C. Newsom
Harold S. Orchoy
John R. Prehatney
Joseph D. Reno
Howard S. Richter
Morton J. Robinson
*Joseph F. Rodgers
In memory of widow
Dr. & Mrs. Marvin A. Sackner
M. Lee Schaebler
Penn F. Shelley
Thomas L. Singley III
Joseph M. Skutches
Richard N. Smith
Walter Spelsberg
Nicholas Spock
Charles D. Thomas
Joseph A. Totino
In honor of
Mr. & Mrs. Saul Robbins
Emil S. Trellis
David C. Weibel
Bernard Pietrini
In honor of
Phillip J. Marone ’37

'58
Peter Amadio, Jr.
William W. Clements
Class Agent
56 Gifts $28,177.93
41.7 Percent Participation
Barry L. Altman
Peter Amadio, Jr.
William F. Bauer
Christopher J. Beetel
Paul E. Berkhehle
George F. Blechschmidt
John H. Bowman
Roger H. Brodkin
Sheldon C. Brown
Guy J. Carnabuci
Guy J. Carnabuci
In memory of
Herbert A. Lascombe ’40
Frank T. Carney
Richard A. Cautilli
Henry S. Clair
William W. Clements
Jerome I. Cohen
Robert F. Coniff
Jay S. Cox
Donald M. Dill
John L. Dunn
Mark C. Eisenstein
Richard E. Eshbach
Joseph J. Glorioso
George A. Griggs
Richard J. Harratty
Richard C. Hedges
David R. Herr
*Herbert G. Hopwood, Jr.
In memory of widow
Jay M. Hughes
Philip C. Hughes
Bertram D. Hurowitz
Jay A. Kern
John E. Kosinas
John K. Kreider
James M. Laflaize
John D. Lane
Elmo J. Lilli
James W. Montague
Gino Morri
Victor Panitch
Lloyd G. Plummer
Daniel T. Pompey
Donald E. Prass
Paul M. Roediger
Marvin Z. Rotman
John A. Ruffini
Leon P. Sciscitanno
Henry E. Seidel
Joel L. Seres
Joel L. Seres
Robert P. Shillingsford
Arnold Singer
Robert G. Somers
William J. Thomas
Richard R. Vanbeek
James M. Walker
Albert B. Welsh, Jr.
Vernon G. Wong

'59
Lawrence J. Mellon, Jr.
Class Agent
44 Gifts $24,885.00
33.9 Percent Participation
L. Reed Attems
In memory of
Bill Sherwood ’59
Peter J. Andrews
*Joseph Bala
In memory of widow
Nahun Malcolm Balotin
Edward J. Baranski
Walter B. Blesel
Harold L. Blumenthal
Felix J. Bofa
John J. Callan
Patrick V. Castellano
Harris R. Clearfield
Douglas T. Corwin
Marvin C. Daley
Robert V. Davis, Jr.
James R. Delp
Lewis C. Duffner, Jr.
Donald J. Gallagher
David M. Geeter
Sidney Girsh
Leonard F. Greenberg
David M. Harnish
James T. Howard, Jr.
& Deborah K. Baden
Pasqualino Ioffreda
Norman C. Jablonski

45th reunion
Malcolm Kates
John E. Kelly
Dr. & Mrs. Richard S. Kolecki
Jack Lubin
James A. McCullum
Charles L. McDowell
Lawrence J. Mellon, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Frank A. Milani
Charles E. Nicholson, Jr.
In memory of
Paul A. Bowers '37
Harry M. Burros J44
Archibald M. Jones, Jr. '39
William C. Sherwood '39

George Pappas
Edward K. Poole
Albert C. Price
Martin RubeL
Carl F. Schulteis, Jr.
Jackson V. Scott
Alfred C. Speirs
Samuel L. Sover
John C. Vance, Jr.
Casimir J. Wanczyk
James R. Want
Elliot Zaleznik

'M60
Martin E. Jaffe
William T. Lemmon, Jr.
Class Agents
61 Gifts $29,702.95
43.0 Percent Participation
Gene Adams
Charles W. Balacius
Robert E. Barbett*
Robert E. Barbett
David Blecker
Robert Bridenbaugh
James D. Brubaker
Gary G. Carpenter
Gerald P. Collins
G. Robert Constable
John J. Coyle
Ernest C. Dunn
Sherman W. Everlof
William R. Fair
Neil R. Feins
Alfred J. Finn, Jr.
alan N. Fleckner
Terry M. German

'D61
Stanton N. Smulens
Class Agent
48 Gifts $29,545.00
31.5 Percent Participation
William T. Anderson
Lewis G. Anthony
William J. Antognoli
John V. Bennett
Arthur D. Boxer
Louis Brown
William A. Browne
Herbert H. Butler, Jr.
Allen E. Chandler
Stephen L. DeFelice
Frederick A. Dodge
+Francis J. Fanerea
In memory of by widow
William J. Farrell
Kenneth M. Given
Joel R. Goldstein
John H. Gould
Kenneth A. Greenawald
Murray B. Grossy
James S. Harrop
Peter Haynes
Warren A. Katz
John P. Keefe
John P. Lesniak
Maurice J. Lewis
Irvin M. Lieberman
William D. McCann
Robert E. McLaughlin
Ernest J. Montgomery
Jack D. O’Neil
Richard T. Padula
+Sidney A. Parsons, Jr.
In memory of by widow,
Mrs. Adelaide Parsons Bedrossian
Howard A. Platt
In honor of his son,
Michael Platt '02
William B. Pratt
+Terrance J. Robbins
In memory of by widow
Albert K. Rogers
Joseph H. Rosen
Jack C. Sabo*
Gerald Salen
John P. Salvo
Stanton N. & SaraKay Smulens
Dr. & Mrs. Robert W. Solit
Raymond L. Sclar, Jr.
Jerome Spivack
H. Dale Sponsaule

'D62
William V. Harrer
Joseph W. Sokolowski, Jr.
Class Agents
43 Gifts $24,459.01
33.9 Percent Participation
Lawrence L. Allaker*
Irwin Becker
Stanley Bernstein
Stephen Billstein
George A. Blewitt
Francis B. Boland, Jr.
Jarold C. Bonn
John P. Capelli
Henry Gelbard
Robert M. Glazer
Allan Gold
Stephen Gossin
Ronald F. Green
Richard J. Hamburger
Richard Hamilton
William V. Harrer
Arnold J. Holland
James T. Kauders
Courtney M. Macarney
James P. Marvel, Jr.
Joel A. Mason
Robert B. Matthews
Clark D. Mckeever
Sheldon L. Morris
Melvin L. Moses
Robert J. Nevaier
G. Stephens Nicoll
Robert C. Nuss
Eugene W. Pelczar
Joseph J. Pittelli
Mark Pliskin
+Frank M. Quinn
In memory of by widow
Marvin J. Rapaport
Jerald M. Rosenbaum
David E. Rosenthal
Jerome Rudnitzky
A. Carl Segal*

A. Carl Segal
Joseph W. Sokolowski, Jr.
William E. Staas, Jr.
Harvey Steinberg
Stephen G. Vassil
Jerome J. Vernick
In memory of
Henry Babitt '34
Willis W. Willard '31

'M63
Ben P. Houser, Jr.
Class Agent
40 Gifts $31,157.07
30.8 Percent Participation
D. Blair Beebe
Matthew N. Boulis
Harry D. Carrozzi
Paul H. Chodroff
George H. Cohen
Joseph T. Curti
Frederick L. Dankmyer
Peter J. Devine
John M. Dick
Joseph M. Farber
Joseph C. Flanagan
Arthur F. Fost
Ronald O. Gilcher
Nick J. Haddad
Ben P. Houser, Jr.
Charles B. Kahn
H. Dale Kreider
Morrie E. Kricun
Bruce K. Leinweber
Manfred W. Lichtmann
Richard D. Lippe
Arthur D. Magliner
William S. Mainker
Paul A. Meurter
Steven J. Minzer
Ronald V. Pellegrini
Michael J. Pitt
In memory of
Philip J. Hodes (Faculty)
B. Hoagland Rosania
Donald Rothfield
Jay K. Salwen
Donald E. Shearer
Kent D. Shinbach
W. Caldwell Sims
John M. Stielsti*
Stanley C. Usulinski
Charles L. Wasilewski, Jr.
Michael H. Weller

40th Reunion
35th reunion

J. Thomas Williams, Jr. Melvin Yudis Robert Zavod

'64
James M. Delaplane Class Agent
37 Gifts $15,133.84
26.1 Percent Participation
Henry L. Habib
James C. Barton Ronald M. Burde
David M. Capuzzi
In memory of
Joseph F. Rodgers '57
John T. Dawson, Jr.
James M. Delaplane Richard R. DiDonato
Edwin L. Downing* Richard T. Fert
Peter M. Fahrney
Stanley C. Foster
William A. Freeman
Lawrence Green
Anthony M. Harrison
Nils G. Hendeln, Jr. Ignatius S. Hnelser, Jr.
Stephen C. Kaufman
Thomas J. Leavitt
Joseph A. Lieberman III
Edward M. Magargee
Elliot Meltzer
Charles S. Mooney
Theodore F. Mocha
Michael P. O'Donnell
SOLON L. Rhode
Milton J. Sands
George Segel
Richard D. Shapiro
Charles O. Thompson
Darryl B. Tischman
* Curtis T. Todd
In memory of by widow,
Carol Todd LaBorde
L. Richard Trabulsi
Stanford B. Trachtenberg
Barrie Weissman
Robert A. White
Norman M. Woldorf
John W. Wunginger

Stanley S. Chaplin
Edwin E. Cohen
Robert M. Cohen
James L. Conrod
James E. Copeland, Jr.
Edward R. Corcoran, Jr.
Nancy S. Czarneski
Carolyn P. Decker
Joseph Y. Dwoskin
Frank N. Federico
Earl J. Fleegle
George L. Hamilton
John A. Hildreth
Nathan H. Birsch
Bruce D. Hopper
Jack Jenosky
David G. Jones
Norman J. Kramer
Michael A. Kutell
James F. Lally
In memory of
Philip J. Hodes (Faculty)
Allen S. Lauh
Robert E. Longnecker
Gerard L. MacDonald
Burton W. Pearl
Robert M. Pilewski
Antonio Ramos-Umpierre
E. William Reiber
Lionel W. Rosen
Samuel Salen
Ronald K. Sandburg
Steven C. Sandler
Allen P. Schleifer
Thomas J. Schneider
Joseph W. Smiley
Kent K. Smith
Robert R. Thompson
Sanford A. Tisherman
Arthur N. Trueser
Bruce W. Weissman
Richard C. Wilson
Norman P. Zemel

'66
George L. Adams Timothy J. Michals
Class Agents
54 Gifts $33,675.00
38.3 Percent Participation
George L. Adams
Catherine M. Becker
Joseph F. Blood, Jr.
John R. Bower
Louis John Centrella
G. Donald Clarke
William R. Collini
Franklyn R. Cook
Michael C. Coplon
Charles T. Curran
Murray C. Davis III
Charles M. Dickson
Michael P. Dolan
James S. Dyer
Robert Fisher
Barton J. Friedman
Robert L. Fronduzi
Joseph C. Girone
Susan J. Gordon
Thomas J. Green
Robert A. Greenstein
N. L. Roy Hammond III
Kenneth P. Heaps
W. Royce Hodges III
Daniel J. Kelly
Thomas F. Kozleki
Ira Lable
Warren D. Lambricht
Gary R. Leach
Thomas V. Lloyd III
Harry M. F. Love
John A. Manfredi
Burton Mass
Timothy J. Michals
Michael L. Popolow
Paul A. Papi
Roger D. Raymond
Carl L. Reams
David C. Rising
Nicholas J. Ruggiero
John T. Sacco
Thomas D. Schonauer
Jennifer K. Shaw
Howard Silberman
James V. Snyder
Michael C. Snyder
John L. Stanbaugh, Jr.
Michael D. Strong
Harvey J. Sugerman
Frank J. Szarko*
Frank J. Szarko
Michael G. Tai
Robert G. Timmons
Richard A. Ulrich
Sara A. Warren

'67
Carl L. Stanitski
Class Agent
33 Gifts $22,255.00
33.5 Percent Participation
Allan M. Arbeiter
David A. Balling
G. Thomas Balsbaugh
In memory of by widow,
Patricia Balsbaugh Burrows
H. Jane Miluski Breck
Anthony A. Chiurco
George E. Cimochowski
William P. Crutchlow
Campbell M. Davis
Barr C. Dorn
Stephen M. Druckman
George B. Faries, Jr.
Joseph E. Franger
Robert M. Friedlander
Stephen Frytak
Mark W. Gordon
James E. Hinkle
Harold L. Ishler, Jr.*
Joel B. Jurnovoy
Robert J. Karp
Daniel N. Karchs
Charles H. Klimen
Michael B. Kodloff
William H. Lubnauer*
Michael R. Leone*
Robert R. Madigan
David H. Miller
Stanion J. Moldovan
Lloyd W. Moseley, Jr.
Carl P. Mulveny
Andrew J. Przhearski
Philip A. Rosenfeld
Louis W. Schwartz
Leonard H. Seltzer
Stephen J. Shapiro
Jean Olsen Shor
Marc A. Shuman
Edward M. Sorr
James M. Sumerson
Anne M. Thompson
Vincent J. Varano
Jonathan Warren
Michael D. Weiner
Don C. Weiser
Alan F. White
Don Mathew White
Theodore J. Wilf
David E. Williams
Lewis Winters
Melvin A. Wolf
Alvin H. Woodson
James Wong
John A. Yauch
John V. Zeck

'69
M. Dean Kinsey Class Agent
62 Gifts $32,700.00
41.1 Percent Participation
Robert Abel, Jr.
David J. Addis
Richard L. Allman
In memory of
Paul R. Bosanac '68
John B. Anderson
Louis B. Balitzer
Van B. Batchan
Stanley Benzien
Stanley N. Brand
Alan S. Bricklin
In memory of
Gonzalo E. Aponte '52
Elizabeth S. Bussard
J. Richard Bussard
Thomas F. Carring, Jr.
John A. Clement
Donna L. Cooper
James R. Cooper
Marvin E. Cramer
Frederick J. Dudenhoefer
Kathleen C. Dudenhoefer
Robert W. Egell
Howard L. Finkle
Walter J. Finnegan
Kay Allen Frank
John F. Franz II
S. Robert Freedman
Philip H. Geeter
Peter A. Gehret
Alexander C. Geillman
Michael J. Gineicki
Leonard M. Glassman
Michael R. Goldin
Richard C. Gross
Richard F. Grunt
H. Roger Hansen
James D. Heckman
William J. Heim
Richard A. Insel
Linda K. Egielkier
Thomas A. H. III
Jonathan S. Kaplan
David J. Katz
M. Dean Kinsey
Robert A. Lustig
Robert A. Lustig
In memory of
Barry C. Gross ’69
Gerald A. Mandell
Robert D. Meringolo J. Thomas Millington, Jr.
Peter J. Mlynarczyk
Meredith K. L. Pang
Vincent T. Randazzo
Alan Schein
In memory of
Peter R. Bonafide ’69
John C. Schiro
Benjamin P. Seltzer
Jay S. Skyle
Bryan Smith
William J. Snape, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Wilson W. Strong, Jr.
Andrew B. Walker
Linda L. Weinberg
In memory of
Marc S. Ebel ’69
Paul M. Weinberg
In memory of
Christopher R. Donoho, Jr.
Kenneth L. Wible
John C. Wirth, Jr.
Jesse H. Wright III
Edward B. Yellig
Reunions

'70
Richard L. Nemiroff
Class Agent
61 Gifts $33,609.41
31.5 Percent Participation
George W. Anstadt
John A. Atzato
David Biddle
William D. Bloomer
Ronald J. Blum
Edward B. Bower
John W. Breckenridge
Joseph A. Breslin, Jr.
James R. Cary, Jr.
Richard H. Charnay
Richard D. Davenport
John F. Dnoochowski
Paul H. Douglass
Michael D. Ellis
Richard M. Feldman
Joseph S. Fisher
James W. Fox IV
James W. Fox IV
In honor of the Class of 2002
Allan P. Freedman
Alan M. Gardner
Stephen C. Glassberg
Laurence Goldstein
Alan J. Green
Douglas B. Hagen
Frederick E. Hampsf, Jr.
Thomas R. Kay
George W. Kern IV
Marilinn S. P. Kershner
Steven A. Klein
W. Clark Lambert
Christie G. Lamping
Harvey B. Lebow
Dr. & Mrs. David L. Lintz
Norman G. Loebert
In honor of his grandaughter,
Maye Loebert King
Norman G. Loebert
In memory of
Christoper Rose '70
Sarah S. Long
Robert M. Lumin
Seth A. Malin
Robert J. Malovany
John T. Marrsoll
Larry S. Myers
Richard L. Nemiroff
James N. Nutt III
David R. Pashman
Peter D. Pizzutti
Harry S. Polsky
In memory of
Harold Byron ‘54
Harry S. Polsky
In honor of
Edward Bower '70
Charles E. Quagliarelli
David J. Randell
John Reichel III
Charles R. Schleifer
Peter V. Scoles
Paul M. Selinkoff
Parker M. Seymour
Rose Kenny Slizewski
Phyllis M. Smoyer
Ris M. Sophocles, Jr.
Richard G. Sowden
Joseph W. Stayman III
Martin A. Tobey
Louis Vignati
Calvin L. Weisberger
John V. Whitemeck
Stephen M. Woodruff
The Kimberly-Clark Foundation
In honor of
John Smoyer

'71
James E. Barone
Terence S. Carden, Jr.
Class Agents
76 Gifts $38,192.94
43.1 Percent Participation
Richard W. Albrecht
Warren Appleman
Alvan W. Atkinson
Christopher K. Balbany
Marc P. Banner
In memory of
Philip J. Hodes (Faculty)
James E. Barone
Alexander T. Baskous
John A. Belis
Michael J. Blecker
Arthur E. Brown
Terrance S. Carden, Jr.
Floyd Casaday
Delwyn C. Case, Jr.
Robert E. Chandler
Lawrence J. Chase
Harry R. Cramer, Jr.
Carolyn S. Crawford
David M. Danoff
T. Jeffrey Dnoochowski
Dr. & Mrs. Brian Donnelly
Mary Lou Evitts
Edwin P. Ewing, Jr.
Robert B. Falk, Jr.
Henry M. Feder, Jr.
William F. Fell, Jr.
John B. Ferguson III
Paul M. Fernhoff
Theodore W. Fetter
Bruce M. Fishbane
Thomas W. Fiss, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas W. Fiss, Jr.
George R. Freeland
Stephen S. Frost
Arthur H. Glaser
Philip Glass
Ronald B. Grossman
Jack M. Gurralnik
William C. Hamilton
David H. Hennessey
William R. Henrick
Ronald H. Hirokawa
Ronald A. Hoffman
Jerome W. Jordan
Gerald M. Klein
Cynthia L. Lehr-Janus
Wilma C. Light
Michael C. Margulies
James G. McBride
In memory of
Michael A. Geha '71
Thomas F. Mullins
James P. Noon
Susan M. Pacheco
Barry H. Penchansky

In memory of
Gonzalo E. Aponte '52
Bruce A. Forrest '71
Mark A. Posner
In memory of
Bruce A. Forrest '71
Theodore G. Probst
W. Michael Pryor
Jeffrey S. Rakoff
In memory of
Abraham E. Rakoff '37
Elizabeth A. London Rogers
Edward B. Ruby
Gregory J. Salik
Stuart A. Scherr
Richard P. Schorrer
Arthur M. Segal
Joseph L. Seitz
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen C. Silver
Arthur K. Smith
Robert C. Snyder
Daniel G. Sommer
Floyd P. Speckler
Michael E. Starrels
Julie E. Kelter Timins
In memory of
Eugene L. Timins '69
Arthur S. Tischler
Timothy E. Urbanoski
Jeffrey C. Weiss
Norman E. Wilson
George S. Vineburgh
Nancy Linsey Wong
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence E. Forrest
In memory of
Bruce A. Forrest '71
Eleanor & Lawrence Forrest

'72
Craig T. Hayman
Glenn C. Nye
Class Agents
70 Gifts $21,460.00
38.3 Percent Participation
Susan E. Beatty
A. James Behrend
James P. Blor, Jr.
Richard J. Bonanno
Richard E. Brennan
Christopher L. Brown
William H. Bubaker
Mary F. Buechler
Anthony J. Calabrese
Howard J. Caplan
Herbert T. Caskey
Robert J. Catanaro
Harry S. Cooper
Paul M. Dain
Anna Marie M. D’Amico
Philip J. DiGiacomo, Jr.
Richard M. Donner
Rodney D. Dorand
Robin A. Edwards
Alexander E. Ehrlich
Richard C. Fiorelli
Marsha J. Fishbane
Paul A. Fitzgerald
Sanford Fitzig
Martin J. Fliegelman
Stephen P. Flynn
Alan S. Friedman
James E. Frieser
Richard F. Garnett, Jr.
Gene H. Ginsberg
Charles A. Gordon
Craig T. Hayman
Craig T. Hayman
In memory of
Florence C. Sitnus
Philip C. Hoffman
Irwin J. Holland
Joseph P. Horstmann
Rosemary A. Horstmann
David P. Hughes
William J. Hyde
Gail T. Jacoby
In memory of
Dean Marie Banes '73
Jay Castle '72
Marc Shapiro '72
Nicholas Jarmoskus
Alex B. Juhasz
Ronald L. Kahler
Myles K. Krieger
Warren F. MacDonald, Jr.
Carey M. Marder
Rosalie K. Marini
'83
John G. Bertolino
Class Agent

61 Gifts | $17,315.00
29.3 Percent Participation

Peter R. Bergehson
John G. Bertolino
Ellen K. Blair
F. Douglas Blazek
Richard P. Buyalos, Jr.
Thomas A. Cacciola
Kevin M. Campbell
Thomas Carnevale
Debbie Rene Carter
George Y. Chen
Neil Chesen
Barry S. Clements*
Barry S. Clements
Andrew J. Curtin
Barbara Lea Davies
Todd L. Denmy*
Todd L. Denmy
Joseph J. Drabick
Ellen K. Feldman
Richard B. Freeman
Martin Brian Getzow
David A. Goodman
Richard J. Greco
Joseph A. Habig II
Daniel Haimowitz
Eugene J. Hammell, Jr.
Timothy M. Heilmann
Mark B. Kohn
S. Paul Kajencik
Frank J. Kessler, Jr.
David J. Kramer
Evon B. Krisch
Glenn A. Mackin
Richard G. Manning
Paul F. Manfield
Samuel H. Markink
Ferdinand E. Massari
Philip M. Maurer
Gregory J. Mazarek

Elinda L. McCrone
Thomas D. Meade
Lynn Murphy O'Brien
Walter O'Brien
Ann B. Olewnik
Craig M. Palmer
Edward M. Podgorski, Jr.
Joel F. Rach
Irene Phillips Raisis
Leonidas W. Raisis
Wayne K. Ross
Mark R. Rubinstein
Debra Boyer Sager
Lynda Schneider
Sheryl B. Spielman
Thomas J. Spinuzzi
Jeffrey M. Varga
Timothy P. Walsh
Steven J. Weiss
Mitchell S. Whiteman
Bryan L. Yingling
Donald J. Zeller
Leonard I. Zon

'84
Gay M. Stofman
Class Agent

75 Gifts | $20,783.76
35.7 Percent Participation

Brock K. Bakewell
Mary F. Barber
Michael H. Basista
Richard A. Beers
Bruce J. Blatt
Thomas L. Carter, Jr.
Steve T. Chen
Joseph W. Chow
Herbert T. Cohen
Frances R. Colangelo
Daniel J. Cole
James A. Cook
John F. Cox
J. Christopher Daniel
James P. Dauber
Robert L. Davoli
Joseph M. Delacroe
Basil Dolphin
Nathan B. Duer
Jesse E. Eisenman

Richard C. Evans
Anthony P. Furnary
Anthony J. Glick
Gregory R. Gordon
Kathleen S. Guarnieri
Gregory Halenda
Kevin R. Hardy
Michael Hendrickson
David W. Hill
Carrie A. Hofmuller-Miller
Douglas T. Hutchinson
Steven A. Katz
James K. Kavanagh
Louis A. Kazal, Jr.
James J. Kerrigan
Jean M. Lien
George B. Lieshoring
Vincent L. MacAndrew, Jr.
Robert A. Martin
Mary C. Martini
Michael J. McGee
Daniel G. Megivern
Robert W. Merkle
Randolph J. Miller
Thomas A. Moore II
Robert A. Moyer
John C. Oberholtzer
Deborah Panitch
Larry H. Pastor
Eric D. Phillips
Steven H. Rappaport
John W. Reck
John W. Rhee
David A. Rivas
Cynthia Rogalski
Michael S. Rosenberg
Benjamin A. Rosenblum
Robert L. Schmueler
Michael I. Schoen
Karl G. Schwabe
Kathleen R. Sempeles
James W. Slack
Sara Hulisch Smith
Laurie E. Markowitz Spence
John W. Spurlock
Guy M. Stofman
In memory of his father,
Henry C. Stofman GS'58
Randle H. Storm

Janet T. Habas
Richard L. Uhl
Robert D. Wallace
David R. Wenzel
Lisa C. Wolf
Irwin H. Wolfert
James C. Xenophon
Kenneth S. Yonemura

'85
Nicholas J. Barna
Class Agent

46 Gifts | $21,990.00
22.4 Percent Participation

David S. Alman
Arthur T. Androkitis
Kenneth J. Arnold
Nicholas J. Barna
Paul J. Berlin
Brian F. Boyle
Daniel M. Bubenheim
Cynthia M. Coughlin-Hanna
James E. Devin
Donna M. DiCenzo
Bonni S. Field
Linda A. Frantz
Bradley A. George
Angus T. Gillis
Mark H. Hassel
Guy S. Hewlett
Mark J. Hummel
Scott Kruger* 
Scott Kruger
Ralph J. LaNeve
Sharon Skibber Lehman
Celeste M. Li
J. Stephen Long
Kevin N. Lorah
Rex G. Mabey, Jr.
Harvey L. Madonick
John A. Martin, Jr.
Marlen T. Maus
Marc S. McMorris
Robert J. Motley
Thomas M. O'Brien
Sumannath D. Prabhu
George R. Promestis
Kathryn A. Richard
Susan L. Ricciardi
Frank M. Robertson
Dale J. Rosenberg
Carol Lancaster Seifert
David S. Seres
Robert K. Sigal
Grace Goracci Slimak
In memory of her father,
Armando F. Goracci (Faculty)
Jelle W. Snyder
Louis J. Tedesco
Ronald P. Travitz
Ronald P. Travitz
Kenneth D. Truscott, Jr.
Donald M. Whiting
Beth A. Zecman

'86
William P. Rumbaugh
Class Agent

50 Gifts | $18,375.00
22.9 Percent Participation

David K. Austin
James M. Bailey*
Joseph G. Bell
Timothy M. Bradley
David N. Brothman
John C. Cardone
W. Bradford Carter
David M. Cohen
Gary J. Cortina
Walter R. Cox
Greg R. Dragon
Linda A. Earle
In honor of the birth of

* Gift through AMA Foundation

Gifts received July 1, 2001 through June 24, 2002
* Deceased

20th reunion
GIVING CLASS

1988 Evalone A. Alessandrini Sharon W. Gould Class Agents 39 Gifts $11,165.88 17.9 Percent Participation

1989 Debra Somers Copit Raj K. Sinha Class Agents 50 Gifts $7,440.00 22.2 Percent Participation

1990 Mark J. Sangimino Ursula R. Sangimino Class Agents 36 Gifts $10,900.00 17.7 Percent Participation

1992 W. David FitzPatrick Kathrin L. Mayer Maria Engstrom Pharr Class Agents 34 Gifts $5,125.00 15.9 Percent Participation

15th reunion
GIVING by CLASS

10th reunion

Jay J. Pillai
Jodi L. Sheridan
Adam C. Sobel
James P. Stevenson
William Subovick
Norman L. Sykes, Jr.
C. Anthony Wolfe, Jr.
Bonnie L. Wright

'93
Joseph A. Iocono
Sharon B. Mass
Jeffrey J. Miller
Class Agents
35 Gifts $5,515.00
16.9 Percent Participation
David C. Adams
Gavin C. Barr, Jr.
Peter A. Brooks
Rebecca G. Chinn
In memory of Ruth Bacharach Walker
Kathy M. Clewell
Eileen R. Conti
Douglas T. Corwin, Jr.
Eric S. Durn
Timothy Gerard George
Steven W. Geant
Sharon K. Griswold
Michael F. Harrer
Diane M. Hershock
Jennifer M. Jagoe
Benjamin M. Kline
Karen Abrams Kofsky
Philip D. Kossoubris
Jason B. Lee
David L. Manuel
Michele L. Marziano
Sharon B. Mass
Jeffrey J. Miller
Patrick Louis O'Kane
In honor of
David C. Levin (Faculty)

James J. Purtili
Antonio J. Ripepi
Helen Sidebotham
Rose Mary Sobel
Michael C. Sokol
Manal M. Soliman
Mark J. Symse
Netza M. Thakur
Mary Ann Hanes Trephan
Toshimasa Tsuda
Thane Nolan Turner

'94
Jamie R. McElrath
Susan A. Shah
Class Agents
24 Gifts $4,251.00
10.9 Percent Participation
Supriti Badarinath
Carl E. Becker II
George L. Becker III
John B. Bruder III
Tracy R. Calvo
David M. Capuzzi, Jr.
Paul I. File
Suzanne K. Freitag
Vidhu Garg
Joshua T. Green
Thomas G. Green
Lisa M. Jardine
Jeanne M. Lasota
Carole D. Levy
Paula A. Lundgren
Michael A. Marcilio
Karyn C. Markley
Swamy N. Nagubadi
Susan M. Pastovi
Robert A. Rosenbaum
Julia K. Salwen
Suken A. Shah
Martin J. Vinca

'95
James Shields Harrop, Jr.
Michelle Lynn Look
Class Agents
35 Gifts $4,145.00
16.4 Percent Participation
Christopher Timberlake Aleman
Glenn Anthony Articolo
Miya R. Asato
Thomas A. Baudo
Nancy Reisman Beran
Jessica Berliner
William Franklin Bond
Megan Jane Bray
Michael Jay Brody
Carter Wy Chang
Dean Granville Rice Dennis
Marcelana Sundo DeRose
David Michael Garth
Alyssa S. Gelmann
Elyse Horn Harrop
Elyse Horn Harrop
In honor of
Young C. Kauh D'71
James Shields Harrop, Jr
Steven Min Young Huang
Maria G. Katsoulis-Emmace
Roy Han-Hui Loo
Michelle Lynn Look
Vivian Hwei-wen Mao
Glenn Robert McIntyock
Melissa Ann Myers
Michael Jay Nelson
Steven Alan Oberlender
Karyn Bendixen Paglia
Leigh Suzanne Roberts
Swati Jagdish Shah
Craig Robert Smith
Paul Robert Stauffer
Daniel Richard Tershak
Jon Eric Woo
Natalie K. Yeane
Suboosa Zafar

'96
Bret Robert Sokoloff
Nicholas P. LoPresti
Class Agents
38 Gifts $4,765.00
16.5 Percent Participation
Suri Narayan Appa
Benjamin M. Brassow
Helen Chang DeGuzman
Robert Peng Yu Chen
Jeffrey Philip Corsetti
William Francis D’Ambruoso
Steven Michael Dellese
Kristin Lengle DeSimone
John Michael Feehery
David Nicholas Ferraro, Jr.
Ryan Paul Gallivan
Douglas Michael Hoffman
Jack Ming Hsu
Christine Glaser Johnston
Edwin Mark Kase
Timothy Peter Leddy
Nicholas Philip LoPresti
Nicholas Philip LoPresti
In honor of
Young C. Kauh D'71
Teresa A. Marlino
Lawrence David Mass
Farhad Mazdiyasni
Patrick Thomas McGinley
Nicholas M. Mintica, Jr.
Jeffrey Allan Morrison
Joseph James Murphy III
Justin Bradley Nast
Catherine Alexandra O’Neil
Timothy Victor Parsons
Andrew Scott Pierson
Kathleen Mary Pollock
Michele Ann Purvis
Christian Thomas Royer
Cynthia Carrole Sagullo
Jeffrey Andrew Simon
Bret Robert Sokoloff
Stephan E. Spencer, Jr.
Peter Anthony Symington
Martha Lynn White
David E. Wroblewski

'97
Hilary L. Malcarney
Charles Patrick McClure
Michael John Pellini
Class Agents
27 Gifts $2,390.00
12.6 Percent Participation
Angela Michelle Allevi
Louis Charles Blaum III
Sonia Songyeer Cheng
Anthony J. Cornetta
Edward A. Dachowsky
Andrew Evan Denker
Robert J. Diecidue
Christopher I. Doty
David H. Finkelstein
David H. Finkelstein
In honor of
Young C. Kauh D’71
Kartik Subramanyam Giri
Allessandro Alfred Girolamo, Jr.
Andrew Stowe Holmes
Richard Bruce Horenstein
L. John Klunk
Kevin Francis Krenitsky
Tracy Ann MacEachern
Pamela Louise Morrison
David Krug Nelson
Roy Jim Park
Sayal Jitendra Patel
Michelle Terez Pelle
Kristin Nicole Schofeld
Paul D. Streck, Jr.
George Thomas Taylor
Jennifer D. Thull
William Andrew Tyndall

'98
Richard S. Lee
Cecelia Elizabeth Schmalbach
Class Agents
12 Gifts $1,420.00
5.5 Percent Participation
Jeffrey B. Ellis
Douglas Christopher Harris
Jonathan Samuel Harris
Richard Sang-yong Lee
Shirley Black McElhatan

Gifts received July 1, 2001 through June 24, 2002
+ Deceased
* Gift through AMA Foundation
Colleen Crumlish Slitkey
Sammy Zarate

'01 Jennifer R. Bahler
Class Agents
26 Gifts $1,865.50
12.1 Percent Participation
James Z. Apel III
Roger Allen Band
Andrew William Beckwith
Wendy Lauren Babin
John Kurt Birkenes
Thomas Youhana Chaya Pruck
Matthew Rankin Craig
Kimberly Lundgren Dulany
Tamar A. Ellman
Elizabeth Owens Fagan
Lisa D. Grunebaum
Peter James Hulick
Jennifer Marie King
Sara Elizabeth Lally
Thomas Ira Lubin
Chris Paul Lupold
Rebecca Eve Mancoll
John R. Manfredi
Ryan L. Neff
David James Osborn
Lawrence Martin Phillips
Krisstie Ann Robson
Heather Maria Stec
Merritt J. Van Pelt
Edward Allan White

Postgraduate Alumni

Anesthesiology
Stephen E. McNulty An'85
Class Agent
32 Gifts $6,025.00
12.6 Percent Participation
Mona E. Abdul-Mish An'83
Lydia R. Barringer An'88
Mark A. Bennett An'94
Lawrence D. Berman An'92
Michael A. Borkowski An'94
Joaquín Camillo An'88
Robert J. Corha APM'89
Michael J. Davis An'97
Glenn M. Dragon An'95
Melissa A. Ehlers An'99
Linda R. Fagan An'97
Stuart J. Feldman An'94
Sergey Georgievsky An'00
Melvin C. Gitlin An'84
George R. Herr Jr. An'85

Suzanne Huflingale An'92
Jeffrey J. Joseph An'98
Edward H. Leonard An'94
Mark F. Lorize-Vega An'85
Stephen E. McNulty An'85
Marshall T. Metzgar An'61
Satish K. Mody An'74
Patricia A. Morris An'84
Amy Jo Pacacskie An'97
Timothy P. Pastore An'95
Marie D. Quarrarano An'86
Deborah E. Ritter An'77
Kenneth H. Rogers An'90
Chetan R. Shukla APM'98
Steven A. Stein An'94
Amarjit S. Virk An'82
Joseph E. Welsh An'95

Dermatology
Anthony F. Santoro D'00
Class Agent
17 Gifts $20,250.00
27.7 Percent Participation
Anne Marie Angeles D'91
In honor of Young C. Kauh D'71
Elizabeth Coch Benstock
In honor of Young C. Kauh D'71
Vicki Albert Chavin D'95
In honor of Young C. Kauh D'71
Koulie Loo Chou D'92
In honor of Young C. Kauh D'71
Sabatino Ciatti D'97
In honor of Young C. Kauh D'71
Thomas Connelly D'85
In honor of Allan J. Esley (Faculty)
Minh-Ngoc Dang D'99
In honor of Young C. Kauh D'71
Mutek Chu Gewecke D'83
Mutek Chu Gewecke D'83
In honor of Young C. Kauh D'71
Lisa G. Hochman D'95
In honor of Young C. Kauh D'71
Young C. Kauh D'71
Young C. Kauh D'71
In memory of Herbert A. Luscombe '40
Young C. Kauh D'71

Douglas E. Kligman D'94
Laurie J. Levin D'88
In honor of Young C. Kauh D'71
John W. McDonald D'82
In honor of Young C. Kauh D'71
Joseph P. McFarland D'77
In memory of Herbert A. Luscombe '40
Jeffrey A. Rapaport D'82
In memory of Herbert A. Luscombe '40
Anthony F. Santoro D'00
Anthony F. Santoro D'00
In honor of Young C. Kauh D'71

Emergency Medicine
Shaun A. Carnevale EM'97
Class Agent
Four Gifts $1,900.00
4.9 Percent Participation
Theodore A. Christopher EM'86
Evett C. Embrey III EM'86
Patrick J. Frischione EM'89
Helene Schwemmer Geral EM'92
Gretchen Hinson EM'94

Family Medicine
Robert L. Perkel FP'81
Class Agent
Four Gifts $3,825.00
3.0 Percent Participation
Clement C. Au FP'85
Joshua H. Barash FP'99
Robert L. Perkel FP'81
Robert V. Smith FP'78

General Surgery
John Harlan Moore, Jr. GS'84
Class Agent
14 Gifts $8,076.00
10.8 Percent Participation
Samuel J. Beran GS'93
Christopher C. Derivaux CCS'99
Dr. GS'71 & Mrs. Theodore E.
In memory of Nathan Nemiroff
Satoshi Ikeda CT'S76
John Harlan Moore, Jr. GS'84
Roger A. Orsini GS'83
Nicholas J. Piza GS'85
Howard Sotorro GS'70
Hein C. Stolman GS'58
In memory of by
Won S. Cyn
James W. Stratton

Denis Page
Mr. & Mrs. David Sarfaty
Suzanne L. Topalian GS'85
Prakash Vaidyanathan GS'97
Fred Weber GS'79
Daniel J. Woody GS'81

Internal Medicine
Mark G. Graham IM'81
Francis X. Keely IM'60
Class Agents
60 Gifts $13,619.15
7.2 Percent Participation
Paul Joseph Alessi DD'94
Dudley E. Anderson HM'71
Concepcion S. Aquil IM'94
Doris G. Bartuska END'58
Nancy H. Beggs IM'89
Mark S. Berger H0'89
Steven W. Breecker CD'88
Discard & Mrs. Harvey S.
Brodovsky
Robert J. Broshe DR'82
Alfred C. Burris CD'79
Joseph A. Cable PUD'83
Ronald H. Canton ON'73
Tricia C. Chan IM'01
Thomas E. Chappell IM'85
Christian D. Donohue IM'00
Sarah H. Fenton IM'91
Leslie R. Fleischer CD'78
Frederick A. Furia CD'76
Sunde L. Gable IM'00
Susan G. Gerhardt IM'01
David K. Ginsberg GE'60
Michael C. Guiducci
In honor of Young C. Kauh D'71
Mark G. Graham IM'81
Walter M. Herman IM'67
Joseph M. Higgins III IM'90
Laura K. Hummers IM'00
Jackeline Iacovella ID'97
Adeeb A. Jaber IM'98
Emin Kansu HM'78
Mitchell K. Karten IM'83
Francis X. Keely IM'60
William L. Long GE'71
Ryan D. Madamin IM'01
Jose Martinez HM'69
Michael J. Mastrangelo ON'71
In memory of
Irwin J. Fincus '97
Wallace G. McCune IM'49
David John McGroarty IM'79
Daniel A. Melman IM'80
Christina S. Michael IM'95
Anna T. Monias IM'00
Angara Komei RAO HM'79
David L. Rashdani IM'01
Jeffrey M. Riggio IM'00
Candido E. Rivera IM'92
Raymond Rodriguez CD'88
Remy Rodriguez HEM'52
Lewis J. Rose IM'80
Joseph E. Rowane PUD'97
Richard G. SantaMaria IM'00
Ronald M. Schlansky RHU'80
Stephen J. Scholten IM'01
Jamie E. Siegel HM'82
Miles H. Sigler IM'88
David G. Simon IM'77
Frederick W. Sloan IM'78
Alan A. Tambe CD'63
Andrew B. Ullrich IM'98
Anna G. Walker IM'90
Louis A. Wasserman IM'77
Thomas P. Whelan IM'86

Neurology
Frances Can M92
Class Agent
Two Gifts $275.00
1.6 Percent Participation
Manjula Bathini CN'00
Maryann D. Hooker N'91
Neurosurgery
James G. Lowe NS'95
Class Agent
Five Gifts $4,275.00
11.9 Percent Participation
Bikash Bose NS'84
James G. Lowe NS'95
Tai Joon Moon NS'37
In honor of Young C. Kauh D'T1
R. Clinton Pittman NS'62
Martin Swicicki NS'65
In honor of Edward M. Podgorski '34

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Lorraine C. King REN'77
Class Agent
15 Gifts $5,625.00
7.9 Percent Participation
Susan Joy Bell OB'89
In memory of
Paul A. Bowers '37
J. Robert Dragorion OB'68
Lamarr A. Dash OB'71
Wendy Warren Fuzesi OB'86
Paul Gabos REN'77
Eric M. Ganz OB'86
Gary C. Karounos OB'89
Lorraine C. King REN'77
Lorraine C. King REN'77
In honor of
Marianne Ruby
Jane N. Laeger OB'83
Audrey I. Prefer OB'87
Sandra M. Rappe OB'91
Joseph A. Riggs OB'64
Edward A. Sitnick OB'71
Mary Christine Yankaskas OB'90

Ophthalmology
Edward A. Jaeger OPH'64
Class Agent
11 Gifts $7,336.00
29.7 Percent Participation
Jose C. Briones, Jr. OPH'T4
Lewis A. Dalburg, Jr. OPH'62
Ellin B. Elfinger-Kassow OPH'79
Dion R. Ehrlich OPH'79
Edward A. Jaeger OPH'64
David S. Pao OPH'73
Mark T. Shapiro OPH'T6
Bryce I. Stark OPH'H2
Joseph C. Toland OPH'67
Timothy Van Scott OPH'T2
Isam J. Zakhour OPH'80

Orthopaedic Surgery
Eric L. Hume ORS'83
Class Agent
14 Gifts $11,025.00
5.3 Percent Participation
Jeffrey S. Abrams ORS'85
Todd J. Albert ORS'92
Michael J. Behrman HS0'91
Paul R. Callegari HS0'91
Roger W. Cameron HS0'83
Jeffrey M. Chase OSMO'00
Miguel I. deLeon GS'92
Joseph P. Falcone OAR'98
Eric L. Hume ORS'83
Gordon J. Iams HS0'92
Victor R. Kalman OMN'94
Dr. ORS'79 & Mrs. William J. Markmann
Mark J. Moulton OS0'00
Roger G. Rosenstein HS0'81
Peter F. Sharkey ORS'90

Postgraduate alumni at Reunion Weekend

Oral Surgery
Robert B. Belafsky OTO'77
Class Agent
10 Gifts $2,900.00
12.7 Percent Participation
Mark L. Belafsky OTO'71
Robert B. Belafsky OTO'77
Gregory N. Bogue OTO'01
John A. Coleman, Jr. OT0'68
John M. Lasak OT0'90
Ron L. Moses OT0'98
Daniel D. Rabuzzi OT0'66
Augusto SotoLO'71
Enrique A. Vicens OT0'56
Joseph P. Yot OT0'68

Pathology
Mary P. McHugh PTH'94
Class Agent
Seven Gifts $1,200.00
10.9 Percent Participation
Edward J. Burkhard, Jr. PTH'67
Carol A. Filomena PTH'56
Henry Lawton Kazel PTH'35
Mary P. H. Ingham PTH'94
Julian W. Potok PTH'74
Valerie Saitas PFCP'93
Hitoshi Thomas Tamaki PTH'48

Pediatrics
Clara A. Callahan PD'82
Class Agent
26 Gifts $4,425.00
7.6 Percent Participation
Alyam Alshar A197
Donna A. Broshe PFD'83
A. Callahan PD'82
Mary Ann Casey-Mancano PD'89
Gerard M. Cleary NPM'97
Shobhana A. Dasal NPM'89
Denise A. DiPonio-Kalman A192
Steve Randal E. Finer PD'96
Eugene A. Gatti A187
Kenneth J. Gelman PD'97
Michael J. Gentleski PDA'72
Bram Greenberg PD'84
Arturo R. Hervada PD'38
Elaine Karen Shapiro Kravitz A187
Stuart A. Kravitz A181
Shoshana Troy Melman PD'87
Richard P. Mirabelli PD'63
Dwarka Bai Y. Penugonda PD'71
Albert L. Puzio PD'77
Janice Proninctki PD'88
Paul A. Shapero PDA'82
Patricia L. Shoemaker PD'83
Ira E. Spitzer PDA'83

Zurik Waxenegger PD'95
Mary L. Wisniewski PD'82
Ruth P. Zager P35

Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation
Michael F. Saulino PM'97
Class Agent
Seven Gifts $1,200.00
7.2 Percent Participation
Pamela E. Cohen PM'86
Kelley S. Crozier PM'89
Mitchell K. Freedman PM'86
Ermelinda P. Gutierrez-Amba PM'74
David H. Kim PM'96
Carolyn L. Kinney PM'84
Judith Rovno Peterson PM'90
Judith Rovno Peterson PM'90
In honor of
Marion J. Siegmund (Faculty)

Psychiatry
Carmen Z. Harlan P'99
Class Agent
Five Gifts $915.00
3.0 Percent Participation
John S. Clayton P78
John E. Graham III P72
Shivkumar S. Hari P80
Karl D. Ludwig P66
Seth Rosenwald P88

Radiation Oncology
Lydia Komarnicki-Kocher RO'87
Class Agent
Eight Gifts $1,100.00
8.0 Percent Participation
Sucha O. Asbell RO'71
Rajkumar B. Balachandran NM'79
Philip J. Degan RO'70
Mahroon Haghbin RO'84
Sung M. Kim NM'88
Jack T. Sandford RO'94
Howard L. Specter NM'82
Cornelius I.C. Turalha RO'78

Radiology
Rick I. Feld DR'88
Class Agent
45 Gifts $15,030.00
12.3 Percent Participation
Oksana H. Balianovich R81
Raphael Gaccese, Jr. DR'92
Gudrun Cobb UCM'96
Kevin M. Cregan UCM'97
John A. Curtis R76
Victoria Kong Endo R96
Alan E. Ebanthal DR'75
Rick I. Feld DR'88
In honor of
David C. Levin (Faculty)
Alvin W. Finestone R34

Robyn Franken-Tiger R97
John H. Garofalo R73
Martin Israel Gelman R71
David M. Hovey UP'93
Vartan Igidbasian NR'99
Charles M. Intzeno NM'86
In honor of
David C. Levin (Faculty)
Kenneth R. Kaplan R92
Stephen V. Klein R89
Neil R. Kramer R85
Dr. DR'72 & Mrs. Alfred B. Kurtz
In honor of
David C. Levin (Faculty)
Jay E. Lerman DR'92
Herma I. Libishitz R70
Anthony J. Limberakis R83
Charles E. Martin NR'97
Vivian I. Miller UCM'96
Steven G. Moss BM'99
Morton G. Murdock R64
Levan N. Nazarian DR'92
Catherine Welch Piccili DR'89
In honor of
David C. Levin (Faculty)
Catherine Welch Piccili DR'89
In memory of
Dubbs
Paul D. Radecki NR'94
Joel I. Rakow DR'87
Vijay M. Rao DR'87
In honor of
David C. Levin (Faculty)
Robert J. Rapport R95
Hazel D. Rovno M'99
Deborah A. Rubin MMU'92
Jason Sagerman DR'91
Carl M. Sandler R75 & Susan J. Sandler
Sharon R. Segal DR'87
In honor of
David C. Levin (Faculty)
Kevin Lawrence Sullivan VIR'86
Huan N. Tran MR'99
Maria M. Vazquez de Vilao R86
Ronald Wachsbarg DR'91
Corinne Winston DU'95

Urology
Stephen E. Strup U'94
Class Agent
Six Gifts $1,676.00
12.5 Percent Participation
Gregory L. Chen U'99
Allen N. Chiura U'98
Leonard A. Frank U'88
Louis L. Keeler, Jr. U'87
Girdhari S. Parabhi U'91
In honor of
S. Grant Mulholland (Faculty)
Stephen E. Strup U'94

Nongraduate Faculty
David C. Levin
Class Agent $150,089.89
Rafael A. Abdel-Misih
Denis M. Abelson
Rowsahan Alvizadeh
Michael Allen Alexander
Valerie Armesd
Stanley R. Askim
Jeanne M. Balf
Richard Robert Bartkowski
Frances Baizer
Edward H. Bedrossian, Jr.
Randall W. Bell
C. Paul Bianchi
Marilce Bibbo
Paul C. Brucker
Paul C. Brucker
In memory of
Paul A. Bowers '37
Drs. Jerome & Geoganne Buescher
Drs. Jerome & Geoganne Buescher
In memory of
Herbert A. Luscombe '40
Robert L. Capizzi
John A. Carrino
In honor of
David C. Levin (Faculty)
Adela T. Casas
Harold F. Chase
Lillian C. Cohn
+Rodolfo F. A. Coleta
In memory of by widow
Robert H. Condon
Mitchell I. Conn
Adrian D. Copeland
Walter J. Currani, Jr.
Donald C. Dafco
Roger Bruce Daniels
Allan R. Dang
Herbert J. Deutsch
Jan R. J. deVries
Anthony J. DiMarino, Jr.
John F. Dittrum, Jr.
+Thomas D. Duane
In memory of by widow
William H. Duncan
Stephan H. Dunn
Francisco Enriquez
In memory of
Edward Podgorski '34
Allan J. Erslev
Katharine L. Easterly
Emmanuel Farber
Helen G. First
Abraham Freedman
Robert D. Fry
Scott Fuchs
Karen Moss Glaser
In memory of
Edward Dare
James B. Templeton '96
Barry B. Goldberg
Barry B. Goldberg
In honor of
David C. Levin (Faculty)
Barry J. Goldstein
Joseph S. Gonnella
In memory of
Paul A. Bowers '37
Samuel S. Conly, Jr. '54
Herbert A. Luscombe '40
+Armando F. Goracci
In memory of by widow
Edward Gottche
Ruth P. Gottlieb
Peter M. Greco
Paul J. & Frances Green
Gerald B. Grunwald
Ethan J. Halpem
In honor of
David C. Levin (Faculty)
Hye-Won Yvonne Hann
Arthur E. Heland
M. Bernard Hermel
Grace M. Holson
William A. Holman
David Anthony Iddenden
Ronald P. Jensen
Wieslaw Kaczanowska
Hratch Kasparian
Aviva L. Katz
William Keane
James G. Keeler
Maureen P. Kelly
Howard L. Kent
In memory of
Lisa A. Miller
Lawrence C. Kervyn
James J. Kocsis
O. D. Khodanand Kowlessar
In memory of by widow
Dr. & Mrs. David C. Levin
George C. Lewis, Jr.
Paul L. Lewis
Ronald J. Librizzi
& Robin Kershaw
Daniel Lieberman
Gerald Litwack
Eugene M. Legano
Henry C. Maguire, Jr.
Elliott L. Mancall
Steven & Heidi Mandel
In honor of
Elliott L. Mancall (Faculty)
Michael Marchildon
Peter Mattei
Dino E. McCurdy
Stephen J. McGready
William N. Mebane III
John L. Melvin
Markku Miettinen
Diran O. Mikaelian
Jeffrey L. Miller
Donald C. Mitchell
In memory of
Judy Dubbs
S. Grant Mulholland
Sheila Ann Murphy
Scott Murphy
Stephen G. Murphy
Rodney Brent Murray
Renato J. Nardini
In memory of by widow
Burt L. Nesbauer
A. Edward O’Hara
In memory of
Philip J. Hodes (Faculty)
Tina Pelham
Edmund de-Azevedo Pribitkin
Eugene R. Principato
Darwin J. Prockop
Robert L. Quigley
Howard K. Rabinowitz
John L. Randall
Susan L. Rattner
James S. Reilly
Robert D. Reinecke
Bruce J. Romanczuk
Lewis J. Rose
Jonathan B. Rosefsky
Joseph Sataloff
Robert W. Saunders, Jr.
Margo Schleman
Lawrence H. Schneider
Gordon F. Schwartz
Marshall Z. Schwartz
Steven M. Selips
John F. Shulman
Marion J. Siegman
Cynthia G. Silver
Melvin J. Silver
Antonio J. L. Simoes
George L. Speth
Joseph Spina, Jr.
Mary Susan Stine
Marie J. Stinnak
James S. Studdiford
John Stanley Taras
Dr. & Mrs. William S. Tasman
Marc A. Tecco
Eugene Tolpin
Anthony J. Truolo
Michael Unger
J. Jon Veloski
Michael Vergare
Richard J. Wechsler
In honor of
David C. Levin (Faculty)
Clifton F. West, Jr.
Louis Wiederhold
Thomas O. Willcox, Jr.
Jay J. Williams
Jay J. Williams
In memory of
Howard L. Kent (Faculty)
Robert J. Wise
Philip J. Wolfson
Eilane Wolk
Eilane Wolk
In honor of
David C. Levin (Faculty)
David Zwillenberg
Friends of Jefferson
$154,320.08
The Civic Foundation
Robert M. Cohen
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald G. Correll
Jean A. Coyne
In honor of
Carol L. Beck (Faculty)
Martha R. Coyne
In honor of
Carol L. Beck (Faculty)
Mr. & Mrs. Harold E. Kennedy
Howard S. Kroop
The Lawrence Family Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Leon R. Mintz
James F. & Mary B. Monteith
In honor of
Paul A. Bowers ’37
Commencement Exercises in the new Verizon Hall of the Kimmel Center for the Performing Arts in Center City Philadelphia
Memorial Gifts

Gifts were made in memory of the following deceased alumni, faculty, and friends:

Gonzalo E. Aponte ’32
Thomas S. Armstrong ’41
Henry Babitt ’94
Robert F. Babkis ’47
Joseph Baka ’59
G. Thomas Balsbaugh ’67
Dean Marie Barnes ’73
Sally Anne Barrett ’34
Leonard F. Bender ’48
Sol N. Besso ’39
Donald L. Bittner ’52
Peter Bonafide ’69
Winslow J. Borkowski, Sr. ’43
Paul R. Bosanac ’68
Paul A. Bowes ’37
Harold J. Byron ’54
James B. Carry ’39
Jay Castle ’72
George F. Cattell ’41
Robert Charr ’31
Jasper Chen-See ’51
Rodolfo A. Colella (Faculty)
Thomas J. Conahan ’34
Samuel S. Colby, Jr. ’54
James H. Corwin Ill ’78
Furnace Payne Covington ’39
Ralph L. Cox ’29
Edward Dare
John E. Deardorff ’43
William E. Delicate ’29
Woodrow S. Delliger ’37
Phillip G. Derickson ’43
Robert C. Dietel ’46
Christopher R. Domocho, Jr. ’69
Thomas D. Duane (Faculty)
Judy Dubbs
Dr. ’36 & Mrs. Paul Duzmati
Marc S. Ebel ’69
Alfred C. Elmer ’35
Frederick C. Emerly ’42
George Eavashick ’39
Robert C. Eyeryl ’32
William R. Fair ’60
Francis J. Fanfrica ’61
Joseph L. Farr ’51
Bruce A. Forrest ’71
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence Forrest
Victoria Franchetti
Willis G. Frick ’33
Lucian J. Frondizi ’34
William J. Galligan ’57
Michael A. Geha ’71
Elizabeth Brown Gibson
G. Gordon Given ’56
Robert P. Glick ’79
Edward F. Gilwa ’46
Garvin G. Golbe ’42

During 2001-2002, 24 Jefferson students received Dr. James D. and Jennie M. Beach Memorial Scholarships totaling $291,639. This scholarship in memory of Dr. Beach ’1895 and his wife was created by a charitable trust established in the will of their son Edward, who died in 1993 at the age of 93. Pictured are eight scholarship recipients with Jefferson administrators and a representative of the Edward P. Beach Charitable Trust. Front row, from left, Kerri Simo ’02; Margarita Scott ’04; Catherine Burt ’02; Kelly Butcher ’02; and Lisa Watson Repko, Director of Trusts and Estates, Office of Institutional Advancement. Thomas Jefferson University. Second row, from left, Clara A. Callahan PD ’82, Vice Dean for Academic Affairs, and Clinical Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Jefferson Medical College; Rituparna Das ’03; Charles DelGiro ’03; Alexander Fald ’02; Amy Zalkaln ’02; Rosemary McCallum, Vice President, Deutsche Bank Trust Company New York and administrator of the Edward P. Beach Charitable Trust; and Susan Batchelor, University Director of Financial Aid.

Matching Gifts

The following corporations and foundations matched contributions to the Annual Giving Fund.

American Home Products Corporation
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation, Incorporated
CIGNA Corporation
Eli Lilly & Company
FMC Foundation
Glaxo Wellcome, Inc.
Hercules, Incorporated
Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield
Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies
Kimberly-Clark Foundation
Lucent Technologies
Merck Company Foundation
Novartis US Foundation
Pfizer Foundation
Prudential Foundation
Robert Half International Inc.
SBC Foundation
Shell Oil Company
SmithKline Beecham Foundation

Honorary Gifts

Gifts were made in honor of the following alumni and friends.

Carol L. Beck (Faculty)
Edward Bower ’70
Class of 2002
Allan J. Erleve ’Faculty
Joseph P. Glaser ’08
Young C. Kau ’D71
Lorraine C. King CRENN77
Maya Loberant King
David C. Levin (Faculty)
Elliot L. Manfall (Faculty)
Phillip J. Marone ’57
Edward H. McGhee ’45
Gregory McGraw
S. Grant Mulholland (Faculty)
Michael Platt ’92
Edward M. Podgorski ’54
Philip P. Ripepi
Mr. & Mrs. Saul Robbins
Dorothy Rue
Jussi J. Savonkon (Faculty)
Joan E. Schott
Marion J. Segnac (Faculty)
Nathan M. Smukler ’47
Nagalaringam Suntharalingam (Faculty)
Dr. ’49 & Mrs. Reyer O. Swan
Zoe Rose Weinstein

Bequests

Frances Witter
(Harry Bowman Flesby 1892)
S. Ira McDowell 1897
Evelyn K. Livingood
(John E. Livingood ’13)
John W. Smythe ’48
President's Club

Members of the President's Club continue to lead the Annual Giving campaign. During 2001-02, 55 percent of the $1,942,381 was realized by contributions of $1,000 or above. Fellows made cash gifts of $500,000 or above over more than one year; the Winged Ox Society, one-time gifts of $10,000 to $49,999; the Jefferson Associates, gifts of $5,000 to $9,999; the Jefferson Society, gifts of $2,500 to $4,999; and the Sustaining Members, gifts of $1,000 to $2,499. Those who supported the Medical College through the Annual Giving Program are listed below with deepest appreciation for their generosity and loyalty.

Fellows

Leonard Apt '45
Dr. '56 & Mrs. Benjamin Bacharach

Dr. '63 & Mrs. Nathan Blinn
Dr. & Mrs. Lewis W. Bluenoe, Jr. (Faculty)

Dr. ‘37 & Mrs. Paul A. Bowers Mr. & Mrs. Henry Brackman Dr. (Faculty) & Mrs. Robert L. Brent

David R. Brewer, Jr. ’54

Paul C. Brucker, M.D. (Faculty)
Dr. ’46 & Mrs. Ralph A. Carabasi Dr. ’55 & Mrs. Herbert E. Cohn Robert E. Colcher ’50

Joe Henry Coley ’34

Thomas Connolly ‘36

Dr. ’52 & Mrs. Jerome M. Cooler J. Wallace Davis ’42

Anthony F. DePalma ’29

Anthony J. DiMartino, Jr. (Faculty)

Michael P. Dolan ’66

Dr. ’52 & Mrs. Robert F. Early, Sr.

Aboh H. Foufou ’41

James W. Fox IV ’70

Albert W. Frenshamer ’36

Dr. ’47 & Mrs. Elmer H. Funk, Jr. Mrs. Joanna Griffith Gabel

Mrs. Arthur R. Gaines Sheldon G. Gilgore ’56

Thurman Gillespy, Jr. ’53

Dr. (Faculty) & Mrs. Joseph S. Gonnella

Everett J. Gordon ’37

Raymond C. Grandon ’45

Harold J. Hassel ’57

Joseph R. Hodges ’52

Dr. ’39 & Mrs. John H. Hodges Dr. ’39 & Mrs. George Hollandier Dr. ’27 & Mrs. William T. Hunt, Jr.

Dale E. Johnston ’79

Robert W. Kalish ’64

Dr. ’39 & Mrs. James J. Kelly Lorraine C. King, RN ’77

Thomas Kelso ’60

Chang Ha Kim ’91

Max M. Koppel ’57

Howard S. Kroop (Friend)

John D. Langton ’40

John M. Levinson ’33

Dr. ’74 & Mrs. Michael H. LeWitt Charles Lee Liggott ’54

John N. Lindquist ’43

Henry R. Liss ’48

Dr. ’13 & Mrs. John E. Livingston Louis D. Lowry, M.D. (Faculty)

Gerald Marks ’46

Dr. & Mrs. Robert G. McCartney ’76

Dr. ’34 & Mrs. Lawson E. Miller, Jr.

Donald L. Myers ’75

Mrs. Joseph North

Ronald V. Pellegrini ’63

Mrs. William E. Peterson

Jorge A. Prieto Dr. ’33 & Mrs. V. Watson Pugh

Harry R. Cramer, Jr. ’71

John F. Ditunno, Jr. (Faculty)

Dr. ’74 & Mrs. John E. Livingood Betty Lou Marchant (Friend) Ronald V. Pellegrini ’63

Bernard Pietrini (Friend)

Dr. ’42 & Mrs. William G. Ridgway

Peter V. Scates ’70

Mary Joseph S. (Faculty) Strong, Jr.

Frank J. Szarko ’66

Richard S. Tenn ’50

Dr. E. Wallem ’77

John F. Wilson ’87

Jefferson Society

Rafael Z. Abdel-Mish (Faculty)

Todd J. Albert, ORS ’92

George B. Bleichschmidt ’58

Louis Brown ’61

Allen E. Chandler ’61

Steven E. Copit ’88

Joseph M. Corson ’47

Douglas T. Corwin ’59

Anthony F. DePalma

Donald M. Dill ’58

Dion R. Ehrlich OPP ’77

Gary L. Feinberg ’82

Frederick M. Fellin ’79

James W. Fox IV ’70

Robert Freedman ’99

Barbara G. Frieman ’80

John J. Garland ’54

Barry B. Goldberg (Faculty)

John J. Goodwin ’54

Virginia Graziani ’86

Thomass D. Griffin ’80

David R. Haas ’86

William V. Harver ’62

Craig T. Haymanek ’72

Anne Hench ’75

Ignotius S. Huesleki, Jr. ’94

John H. Hodges ’33

Robert R. Houston ’75

James T. Howard, Jr. ’59 & Deborah K. Baden

Dr. ’74 & Mrs. Howard G. Hughes Eric L. Hume ORS ’83

Dr. OPH ’64 & Mrs. Edward A. Jaeger

Lorraine C. King, RN ’77

Charles H. Klinefelter ’67

Roman A. Klafas ’88

Thomas F. Kozlak ’66

Steven L. Lefrak ’68

Ronald J. Librizzi (Faculty) & Susan L. McElroy ’45

James G. Lowe NS ’95

Philip J. Marone ’57

Dr. ’76 & Mrs. Robert G. McCaigirs, Jr.

Mrs. Edwin W. McCloskey

Edward H. McGhee ’43

John L. Melvin (Faculty)

Timothy J. Michaels ’66

John Harlan Moore, Jr. GS ’84

Melvin L. Moses ’62

Thomas J. Nasco ’75

Charles E. Nicholson, Jr. ’59

Richard T. Padula ’61

Pauline K. Park ’82

John R. Patterson ’44

Robert Perkel FP ’81

Victoria P. & Robert A. Peterson

John L. Randall (Faculty)

Vijay Madan Rao DR ’78 & Angara Koneti Rao HEM ’79

Robert T. Reichman ’79

Jeffrey B. Robin ’78

Catherine T. Rommel ’80 & F. Michael Rommel ’81

Mr. & Mrs. Frederick E. Rucuse John P. Salvo ’61

Robert T. Sataloff ’75

Dr. ’38 & Mrs. J. Woodrow Savacool

Fordon G. Schwartz (Faculty)

Dr. ’71 & Mrs. Joseph L. Selzer

Peter F. Shankey ORS ’90

Mrs. Daniel L. Shaw John T. Smallwood ’73

Stanston ’61 & Sara Kay Smullens

John C. Smith ’38

Dr. ’79 & Mrs. Michael H. Sneedlen

Dr. ’61 & Mrs. Robert W. Solit

Dr. ’60 & Mr. Rhoda Soricelli

Edward M. Sorr ’67

John E. Stambaugh, Jr. ’66

Moham Santurhalagam ’90

Stanford B. Trachtenberg ’64

Stanley C. Ushinski ’63

Jerome J. Verrick ’62

Dr. ’41 & Mrs. Frederick B. Wagner, Jr.

John S. Walker ’46

Steven M. Wenner ’74 & Nadine P. Wenner ’76

Sustaining Members

Gifts of $1,000 to $2,499

Herbert G. Aarson ’57

Mona E. Abdels-Mish AN ’83

Denis M. Abelson (Faculty)

Barry B. Abraham ’73

John W. Alden, Jr. ’42

Robert M. Allen ’54

L. Reed Altemus ’59

Albert L. Amashel ’52

Charles W. Anderson ’48

William R. Anderson ’45

Peter J. Andrews ’39

Anonymous ’47

William J. Antonigeli ’61

Rodney A. Appell ’73

Warren Appleman ’71

Mrs. Thomas S. Armstrong

Alvan W. Atkinson

Clement A. CU FP ’85

William A. Aurit ’75

Arthur N. Avella ’52

Michael J. Aze ’79

John A. Azato ’70

Mrs. Robert F. Babbske

Lloyd W. Bailey ’53

Robert C. Bair ’30

Mrs. Joseph Bala

Robert H. Baker ’47

Frederick V. Bally ’56

Stephen F. Balshi ’45

Edward J. Baranski ’59

Kenneth R. Barmach ’73

Mrs. Sterling A. Barnett

Claude W. Barrick ’43

Francis F. Bartone ’37

Frances Batzer (Faculty)

John C. Beard Jr. ’44

Sylvia B. Beitzoff ’77

Robert B. Belafsky OT ’77

Stanley Benzel ’69

J. Edward Berk ’63

Paul A. Bilas ’73

Marluce Bibbo (Faculty)

Mrs. Donald L. Bittmer

Joseph B. Blood, Jr. ’66

William D. Bloomer ’70

Robert S. Boova ’77

Gust Bouli ’37

Paul A. Bowers ’37

Mrs. Paul A. Bowers

Kevin M. Boyle ’80

Earl E. Brant ’45

Richard E. Brennan ’72

David R. Brewer, Jr. ’54

William T. Brinton, Jr. ’52

Dr. ‘56 & Mrs. Benjamin Bacharach

Ronald V. Pellegrini ’63

Mrs. William E. Peterson

Jorge A. Prieto

Dr. ’33 & Mrs. V. Watson Pugh

Jefferson Associates

Gifts of $5,000 to $9,999

Dr. ’56 & Mrs. Benjamin Bacharach

David H. Black ’57

John D. Carapella ’41

Gudrun Cob UCM ’96

Jean A. Coyle (Friend)
Members of the 40th reunion class between Clinic Presentations on Saturday morning of Reunion Weekend

Paul Drucker ‘56
Dr. Julio M. Duane
Ernest C. Dunn ‘60
Stephen P. Dunn (Faculty)
Charles J. Dunton ‘80
Davis G. Durham ‘43
Joseph Y. Dosswin ‘65
Robert F. Early, Sr. ‘52
Donald P. Elliott ‘37
Jeffrey B. Ellis ‘88
Michael D. Ellis ‘70
Mrs. Alfred C. Elmer
Erich A. Everts-Suarez ‘50
Robert C. Eyrly ‘52
Mrs. Frances J. Fenara
Mrs. Joseph L. Farr
Alan E. Feen ‘68
Neil R. Feins ‘60
Dr. DB&L & Mrs. Rick I. Feld
Harry Bowmany Bely ‘1892
Howard L. Field ‘54
Richard T. Fields ‘79
Dr. ’54 & Mrs. Jack W. Fink
Walter J. Finnegan ‘69
Norman J. Fister ‘49
Harold Fishman ‘51
Dr. ’71 & Mrs. Thomas W. Fiss, Jr.
Joseph C. Flanagan Jr.
Harlan Flickinger ‘56
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence E. Forrest (Friends)
Charles D. Foster III ‘48
Donald P. Franks ‘50
Robert I. Fraser ‘55
George A. Freytag ‘71
Albert W. Freeman ‘36
Robert D. Fry (Faculty)
Harry W. Fullerton, Jr. ‘45
Dr. ’47 & Mrs. Elmer H. Funk, Jr.
Anthony P. Furnhey ‘84
Thomas J. Gal ‘68
E. Paul Ganz (Friend)
Blaine R. Garner ‘39
Philip H. Geeter ‘69
Alexander C. Gelman ‘69
Robert J. Gibbons ‘43
Thurman Gillespy, Jr. ‘53
Paul B. Gilman ‘76
Michael J. Gineczek ‘69
Kenneth M. Given ‘61
Leonard M. Glassman ‘69
William L. Glenn ‘38
Eugene Glick ‘56
Mrs. Garvin C. Goble
Franz Goldstein ‘53
Reinhard Goldstein ‘50
John L. Gompertz ‘36
Robert P. Good ‘73
Mrs. Armando F. Goracci
Susan J. Gordon ‘66
Robert M. Gossen ‘82
Paul L. Gorschuk ‘74
John H. Gould ‘61
Mark G. Graham BM’81
Eugene L. Granado ’30
John P. Green (Faculty)
Thomas G. Green ‘94
Michael H. Greenhawt ‘73
Judith F. Green ‘76
John R. Griffin ‘46
Robert A. Grugan ‘46
George J. Gustavson ’73
Lee P. Haacker ‘60
Melvin E. Haig ‘47
Stuart W. Hamburger ‘49
John S. Hamilton ‘54
Richard Hamilton ‘62
William C. Hamilton ‘71
Hie-Won Yoon Hanne (Faculty)
Howard W. Hansell ‘52
Kevin R. Hardy ‘84
Daniel S. Harrop, Jr. ’46
Joseph S. Harum ’55
C. Walter Hassel, Jr. ’34
Mark H. Hassel ’85
Peter Haynies ’82
Alfred O. Heath ’37
James A. Heckman ’42
Charles R. Henkelmann ’30
John F. Henzes III ’87
August F. Herr, Jr. ’53
Paul H. Hennerty ’52
William R. Hill II
Ronald H. Hirokawa ’71
Nathan B. Hirots ‘63
Robert A. Hoffman ’71
William B. Holman ’50
Dr. ’49 & Mrs. Joseph M. Hopen
James T. Hopkins ’80
Bruce D. Hopper ’65
Abram M. Hosterett ’57
Ben P. House, Jr. ’63
Carrie A. Hufnald-Miller ’84
Jay M. Hughes ’58
Peter R. Hulick ‘73
Glenn A. Hyatt ‘78
David Anthony Iddenden (Faculty)
Richard A. Isel’86
Charles M. Intenzo NM’86
Irvin Jacobs ’53
Eric W. Jahnke ’78
Dr. ’65 & Mrs. Jack Jenofsky
James M. Jones II ’72
Jeremy W. Jordan ’71
Michael F. Joyce ’55
Alex B. Juhasz ’72
Jonathan S. Kaplan ’69
Garry C. Karounos OB’91
Hratis Kats (Faculty)
Aviva L. Katz (Faculty)
Thomas R. Kay ’70
Paul A. Kearney, Jr. ’80
Francis X. Kennedy DM’80
Dr. ’47 & Mrs. Edward A. Kelly
Dr. ’38 & Mrs. James J. Kelly
Dr. ’60 & Mrs. Thomas Kelso
Mr. & Mrs. Harold E. Kennedy
(Friends)
James A. Kenney ’74
Robert R. Kester ’81
Martin J. Keating ’69
William J. Kite ’75
James Kleckner ’48
Karl G. Klinges ’56
C. Warren Koehler, Jr. ’56
Dr. ’59 & Mrs. Richard S. Koleczi
Garrick A. Komor ‘98
Dr. Muriel Kowlessar
William E. Kropp ’87
Lawrence M. Kulkinski ‘78
Dr. DR’78 & Mrs. Alfred B. Kurtz
James F. Lally ’78
W. Clark Lambert ‘70
Richard J. Lazzer ’78
Harvey B. Leffon ’70
Louis Leventhal ’39
David C. Levin (Faculty)
Ellis R. Levin ’75
Marvin L. Lewbert ’57
Earl T. Lewis ’54
Dr. J. Siggitt ’42
Ellis G. Libowitz ’58
Harold Lipschutz ’54
William A. Lista ’55
Gerald Litwack (Faculty)
Gordon Liu ’48
Thomas V. Lloyd III ’66
Edward E. Logan ’68
Joseph P. Long ’39
John R. Loughead, Jr. ’54
John P. Lubicky ’74
Robert R. Madigan ’67
David C. Maguire ’64
Joseph A. Maguire ’55
Elliot L. Mancall (Faculty)
Drs. Steven (Faculty) & Heidi Mandel
Gerald A. Mandle ’69
Paul M. Mansfield ’83
Michael Marchildon (Faculty)
Dr. ORS78 & Mrs. William J. Markmann
Gerald J. Marks ’49
John A. Martino ’85
William V. Martinez ’52
James P. Marvel, Jr. ’62
Burrton Mass ’66
Fredric J. Martin ’81
Peter Mattel (Faculty)
George D. Dabney ’90
James G. McBride ’71
John W. D’Oroak ’82
Frank E. McElree, Jr. ’50
James J. McGraw ’73
Mrs. Edward D. McLaughlin
Thomas D. Meade ’73
Bruce P. Meinhardt ’74
Geno J. Merli ’75
Anthony F. Merlino ’56
Raymond W. Merrell ’74
Wade P. Millard ’81
William A. Meyer, Jr. ’74
Diran O. Mikaelian (Faculty)
Dr. ’59 & Mrs. Frank A. Milani
Carl S. Miller J44
Jeffrey L. Miller (Faculty)
Randolph, J. Miller ’73
Tai Jou Moon NS’57
Thomas A. Moore II ’84
Gino Mori ’58
John B. Mowelle J44
Jared N. Mathis ’78
Steven J. Munzer ’63
Sheila Ann Murphy (Faculty)
Stephen G. Murphy (Faculty)
Jay A. Nadel ’53
David B. Nagel ’80
Anthony F. Naples ’77
Anthony J. Nardini
James C. Newton ’57
Warren W. Nichols ’54
George W. O’Brien ’50
Dennis S. O’Connor ’54
Georgy Y. O’Donnell ’84
Edward A. O’Hair (Faculty)
Harold S. Orchard ‘57
Harvey W. Oshrin ’60
 Meredith K. L. Pang ’69
Mrs. Michael A. Paletti
Stephen E. Pasucci, Sr. ’48
Frank J. Pearl ’74
Frank J. Shalick J44
E. Richard Phillips ’84
Catherine Welch Piccoli DR’89
Mrs. Carl G. Pierce
A. Joseph Pickett ’38
Edward V. Platt ’38
Howard A. Platt ’61
Mark Pilkis ’62
Edward M. Podgorski ’54
Charles Pollock’87
William J. Polacheck, Jr. ’80
Harry S. Polsky ’70
Daniel T. Pompey ’58
Dr. ’53 & Mrs. Robert Poole
W. Michael Pryor ’71
Dr. ’53 & Mrs. Wason Pugh
Robert L. Quigley (Faculty)
Norman J. Quinn, Jr. ’48
Antonio Ramos-Umpierre ’65
Marvin J. Rapaport ’62
Susan Rattner (Faculty)
Joseph C. Raymond ’32
Robert D. Rector ’48
James R. Regan ’56
E. William Reiber ’65
Ann E. Reilly ’78
Louis C. Rieger ’83
Antonio J. Ripepi ’93
Kevin G. Robinson ’77
Morton J. Robinson ’57
Robert L. Robles ’86
Paul M. Rogers ’58
Albert K. Rogers ’61
Lewis J. Rose IM’81
Lionel W. Rosen ’65
Harry M. Rosenbaum ’78
Wayne K. Ross ’83
Edward R. Roth ’56
Wallace Rubin (Friend)
Edward B. Ruby ’71
Jere Rudnitsky ’62
John P. Rudolph ’39
Nicholas J. Ruggiero ’66
Paul J. Ruschak ’75
Joseph J. Ruzbarsky ’77
Randall W. Ryan ’82
Dr. ’57 & Mrs. Marvin A.
Sackier
Jesse W. St. Clair III ’79
Gerald Salem ’64
Samuel Salem ’65
Milton J. Sands ’64
Joseph Sataloff (Faculty)
Mrs. Blair W. Saylor
Russell S. Schaefer ’53
Joseph W. Schauer, Jr. ’55
John C. Schiro ’69
Michael J. Schrimer ’73
Lawrence H. Schneider (Faculty)
Matthew A. Schultz (Faculty)
Leon P. Sciscitano ’58
Edward Scull ’48
James L. Secher ’80
Randolph V. Seligman ’40
Joel L. Seres ’38
Edward Shaffer J44
Frank J. Shannon, Jr. ’46
McClellan Merit Society

Members of the McClellan Merit Society, 732 strong, made gifts ranging from $250 to $4990 to Annual Giving. The College appreciates their support.

Robert Abel, Jr. '69
David J. Abraham '92
Jeffrey S. Adam '77
Wynn W. Adam '77
Gill R. Alderfer '68
Richard A. Alexander '48
Peter Amadio, Jr. '58
William T. Anderson '61
Vincent C. Andracchio '56
John A. Andrilli '92
Gerald L. Androlew, Jr. '78
Cesar F. Antonio '57
Iqbal Anwar '92
Vincent T. Armenti '82
Albert Arouth '56
Austin Anesthesiology Group
Henry J. Apfert '64
Brock K. Bakewell '84
Christopher K. Balkany '71
Oksana H. Baltarovich '81
Robert E. Barkett '60
Andrew J. Baron, Jr. '78
Richard Robert Barkowski (Faculty)
Evan K. Bash '82
Randall T. Bashore '82
Wayne B. Bauerle '91
John D. Bean '67
George L. Beck III '94
James Beebe, Jr. '54
Kenneth N. Beers, Sr. '56
Michael J. Behrman HSO91
John A. Belis '71
John M. Bender '57
Burton S. Benovitz '55
Peter R. Bergethon '83
Paul E. Berkheil '58
Howard F. Berlin '75
Bernard L. Berns '69
Leon L. Berns '30
Robert E. Berry '35
Robert J. Biester '82
William E. Bittner '63
Bruce L. Blatt '84
John A. Bock '81
Walter S. Bloes '59
James P. Blore, Jr. '72
Ronald L. Blum '70
Carol F. Boerner '76
Francis A. Boland '62
James P. Boland '56
Richard J. Bonanno '72
Laura Rothfeld Bond '87
Jerrol C. Bonn '62

Harry Borskey '51
Michael A. Borkowski AN94
Frederic W. Bost '65
Edward B. Bower '70
John H. Bowman '58
Bedford G. Boyden '80
Gregory M. Braccia '83
Timothy M. Bradly '86
Louis Brachan '55
Stanley N. Brand '69
M. Boyd Brandon '42
Lawrence H. Brent '79
Robert Bridenbaugh '90
David A. Brillman '78
Nathan Brillman '37
Jose C. Briones, Jr. OPH74
David G. Brodie '59
Michael Jay Brody '95
Alon S. Brown '87
John H. Brown '74
James D. Brubaker '60
Robert C. Buck '65
Kenneth A. Buckwalter '81
Elizabeth J. Buechler '76
Mary F. Buechler '72
Robert P. Byunilos, Jr. '83
Robert J. Cabby '91
Antonio Calabrese '72
John J. Callan '59
Tracy R. Calvo '94
Kevin M. Campbell '83
Tom E. Campbell '74
Joseph R. Cano AN88
Robert J. Carabasi '48
Frank T. Carney '38
John M. Carper '52
W. Bradford Carter '86
Louis John Centrella '66
Anthony C. Cercone '79
Tricia C. Chan IM01
Stanley S. Chaplin '65
Thomas E. Chappell IM85
Lawrence J. Chase '71
Rachel M. Peng Yo Chen '96
Franklin J. Chinn, Jr. '82
Rebecca G. Chinn '93
Allen N. Chiu '92
Joseph W. Chow '84
Peter J. Christ '79
Kjell H. Christiansen '52
Lin T. Chuan '44
Henry S. Clary '58
G. Donald Clarke '66
Thomas F. Closs '51
John A. T. Clark '59
David L. Clinton '75
Joan Ringham Cohen '91
Anthony V. Coletta '79
Joseph A. Colletta '77
Thelma W. Comissions '79
Robert F. Conigli '58
James E. Copeland '65
Edward R. Corcoran, Jr. '65
Thomas R. Corley '80
Jeffrey Philip Corsetti '96
Douglas G. Cowrin '53
Eugene E. Costa '45
Cynthia M. Coughlin-Hanna '85
Jay S. Cox '58
Harry R. Cramer, Sr. '54
Kelli S. Croyzer PM89
Andrzej E. Czyz '73
Patricia M. Cunnih '88
Marvin C. Daly '59
Minh-Ngoc Dang D99
Thomas J. Daynely '78
Lani D. DeBoer '87
Richard D. Davison '70
Murray C. Davis III '66
Robert V. Davis, Jr. '59
Walter W. Dearlove III '82
Walter P. Pecker '69
Stephen D. Defebo '81
Miguel L. de Leon GS82
Gerard A. DeGriggi, Jr. '88
Todd L. Demny '83
James E. Devlin '85
Donna M. DiCenzo '85
M. Roma C. Dietel '56
Philip J. Digiacomo, Jr. '72
Joan S. Dipalma '79
Joseph DiSavino '75
Edward W. Ditto III '52
R. Art. S. Duffian '54
Roderick D. Dorand '72
Malvin J. Dougherty '54
Stephen M. Druckman '67
Lewis C. Druffner, Jr. '59
William J. Duhaug '52
Todd J. Duncan '55
Margaret M. Dunn '77
Joseph M. Dzbiel '36
Robert Edeley '42
Meyer Edelman '88
Ellis W. Glesserson OPH75
Melissa A. Eble AN90
Richard F. Eisen '76
Jesse E. Eisenman '84
Mark A. Eisenstein '58
Richard A. Ellis '49
Irving P. Ency '52
Marcia Epstein
Daniel T. Erhard '51
John R. Evans '50
J. H. Espel '65
Richard C. Evans '84
Joyce M. Evans '62
Mary L. Evans '76
John R. Ferris '85
Joseph M. Higgins III IM90
Paul M. Fernhoff '71
John A. Ferriss '77
Robert S. Finkelhor '78
Herman J. Finn '69
Alfred J. Finn, Jr. '60
Joseph L. Finn '35
Stephen F. Finn '92
Joseph S. Fisher '70
Sanford Fitzger' 72
James F. Flanagan, Jr. '52
Patricia G. Fitzpatrick '78
W. David FitzPatrick '92
Alan N. Fleckner '60
Bernard W. D. Ford '59
Ry M. V. Forgedahl '77
Stanley C. Foster '64
Robert L. Frank '53
Linda A. Frank '85
Pamela J. Franz '91
Richard W. Freeman '83
John A. Friedman '72
Mrs. Lucian J. Fronduti
Frederick A. Furia CD76
Alan M. Gardner '70
John H. Garofalo '75
Andrew T. Garth '93
Eugene A. Gatti AI97
David M. Geeter '59
William H. Gehron, Jr. '44
Henry Gelb '72
Alyssa S. Gelman '93
Stephen P. Gendron '80
Helen Schwennier Geraldo EM92
Hillard C. Geersen '56
Ronald O. Gilcher '63
Victoria A. Gillis '74
Ina M. Gillfate '81
David A. Gins '60
Canzio E. Giuliani '49
Arthur H. Glaser '71
Eric D. Glasover '78
William J. Glass, Jr. '40
Mrs. Edward F. Gilwa
Joseph W. Gleason '58
Allan Gold '62
Paul E. Goldberg '73
Laurence Goldstein '70
David A. Goodman '83
Charles A. Gordon '72
Stephen J. Gordon '74
Alexander Gutler, Jr. '48
Allan B. Gould, Jr. '52
Victor F. Greco '51
John J. Green '70
Joseph A. Green '54
Philip S. Green '36
Charles H. Greenbaum '54
Richard H. Greenberg '79
Paul D. Griesmer '54
Albert H. Grossman '46
Gerald B. Grumwald (Faculty)
Kathleen S. Guarneri '84
Cary D. Guthbeal '78
Joseph A. Habii '83
Nick J. Haddad '63
Edward Calagur '59
Eugene J. Hammell, Jr. '93
Louis Hammenerman '78
John R. Hansell '57
H. Roger Hansen '69
William J. Harley '50
Michael F. Harrer '93
Anthony M. Harrison '64
Charles T. Harrop '61
Marilyn M. Hart '78
Bruce Heller '77
David R. Higley '44
Stephen J. Herzeg, '57
David R. Herr '58
Wayne C. Herrick '81
Arturo R. Hervada PD58
Guy S. Hewlett '85
John O. Hewlett '55
Joseph M. Higgins II IM90
David I. Hill '37
James E. Hinkle '67
John E. Hoccut '75
John S. Hodges '59
W. Royce Hodges '36
Oscar G. Hoerner '52
John W. Holdcraft '56
Renwick C. Hood '81
Maryann D. Hooker N91
Maryann D. Houlihan '92
Charles R. Huffman '51
David P. Hughes '72
John B. Humphrey, Jr. '68
Richard H. Hunn '90
William R. Hulett '47
Satoshi Ikeda CT87
Steven R. Isaacson '73
Linda K. Izquierdo '09
Adeeb A. Jaber IM98
Richard S. Jackson, Jr. '75
Ivan C. Jacoby '73
Gail T. Jacoby '72
Richard L. Jaffe '74
Edward J. Jahnke '80
Cecil G. Jenkins '55
Daniel J. Jenkins '80
Allan S. Johnson '78
Ronald L. Kabler '72
Larry J. Kakitch '79
William M. Kane '46
Albert D. Kacper '54
Michael A. Kantor '90
Susanna K. Kaplan '86
Mitchell K. Karna EM83
Jonathan L. Kates '75
Michael G. Kattan '90
Merle H. Kattan '54
“Jefferson is an outstanding medical school, and we’re so glad to help future physicians benefit from its tradition of excellence.”

Dr. and Mrs. Jack Fink ’54

To Dr. and Mrs. Fink, Jefferson is a special place. As a student, Dr. Fink enjoyed learning from mentors and professors such as Thaddeus L. Montgomery ’20 and John B. Montgomery ’26. After marrying his wife, Janet, two days after graduation, and completing his internship at Abington Memorial Hospital, Dr. Fink returned to Jefferson for his residency in obstetrics and gynecology. Generations of students, in turn, learned from his teaching during clinics, and he now is Honorary Clinical Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology at Jefferson. Son David M. Fink ’85 continued the Jefferson tradition and now practices obstetrics/gynecology in Delaware.

An obstetrician/gynecologist in Lansdale, Pennsylvania, for 40 years until his retirement, Dr. Fink is continuing his education with courses in history and English literature. His wife, who was a schoolteacher until her retirement, is a docent at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts and The Kimmel Center for the Performing Arts, both of which are in Philadelphia.

Dr. Fink is a volunteer for Jefferson’s Alumni Association and a longtime member of The President’s Club, which honors Jefferson’s leading benefactors. Because he and his wife wanted to give something more, they contributed one of the largest charitable gift annuities that Jefferson has received. This enables Dr. and Mrs. Fink to receive a lifetime stream of income and to give Jefferson unrestricted support for medical education.

Dr. and Mrs. Fink, who have been honored for their philanthropy with membership in The Jefferson Legacy Society, enjoy the satisfaction of receiving significant financial advantages while helping future generations to benefit from Jefferson’s tradition of excellence.

To learn how you can join them:

- Complete and mail the postcard in this magazine
- Call Lisa Watson Repko toll free at 1-877-JEFF GIFT (1-877-533-3443)
- E-mail your questions to Lisa at jeff.trust@mail.tju.edu

A Jefferson Planned Gift: An Investment in the Future

This advertisement is for illustrative purposes only and is based upon the Federal tax laws in effect on June 30, 2002. It should not be construed as tax or legal advice. The laws and regulations of individual states are not discussed. Please note that individual tax and legal circumstances may vary and the laws are subject to change. We recommend that anyone consult his or her own attorney or tax advisor before making any financial decisions.